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A growing interest in three-dimensional cellular systems has raised new challenges for light microscopy. 
The fundamental difficulty is the tendency for the optical field to scramble when interacting with turbid 
media, leading to contrast images. In this work, we outline the development of an instrument that uses 
broadband optical fields in conjunction with phase-shifting interferometry to extract high-resolution and 
high-contrast structures from otherwise cloudy images. We construct our system from a differential 
interference contrast microscope, demonstrating our new modality in transmission and reflection 
geometries. We call this modality Gradient Light Interference Microscopy (GLIM) as the image measures 
the gradient of the object’s scattering potential. To facilitate complex experiments, we develop a high-
throughput acquisition software and propose several ways to analyze this new kind of data using deep 
convolutional neural networks. This new proposal, termed phase imaging with computational specificity 
(PICS), allows for non-destructive yet chemically motivated annotation of microscopy images. The 
results presented in this dissertation provide templates that are readily extendible to other quantitative 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
Multiple scattering scrambles the optical field and reduces contrast, making a broad category of samples 
difficult to study with conventional microscopes [1]. Such optically dense specimens include embryos 
used for in vitro fertilization [2], 3D cellular cultures for drug discovery/biosensing/personalized 
medicine applications [3], as well as ex vivo tissue used for studying neurophysiology [4, 5]. When 
observed using conventional methods, these turbid samples exhibit low contrast, often lacking cellular-
level detail. This dissertation will outline the development of Gradient Light Interference Microscopy 
(GLIM) which aims to extract a useful signal from these unwanted artifacts [6].  
Our solution is to upgrade a conventional microscope with phase shifting capabilities. We base our 
instrument on differential interference contrast (DIC) which achieves optimal visibility due to the tight 
coupling between interfering beams [7]. Moreover, by using a fully open condenser, we introduce strong 
optical sectioning to eliminate out-of-focus light. By introducing a controlled phase shift between the 
interfering beams in DIC, we record multiple images, enabling us to remove the shared, sample-specific, 
incoherent, and undesired imaging artifacts due to multiple scattering. As the recorded signal is between 
two slightly displaced points on the sample, the resulting phase image avoids phase-wrapping [8]. 
Importantly, by decoupling amplitude from phase, our method enables us to recover intrinsically 
normalized information about the object’s scattering potential. This facilitates system-invariant analysis 
of cellular properties such as the cellular dry-mass [9].  
As part of this work, we develop the calibration methods, acquisition software, and post-processing tools 
for our new instrument. Our calibration extends the Hilbert transform approach for phase retrieval to 
arbitrary phase shifts and color imaging [10]. The acquisition software uses task parallelism and GPU 




instrument includes software to automate complex multiscale experiments such as studying the time-lapse 
development of cellular systems. To meet the challenge of imaging opaque and other unconventional 
samples (high-well-count plates) we developed a reflected mode variation on GLIM [11]. Finally, the 
resulting timelapse experiments, which often exceed dozens of terabytes, are assembled using a purpose-
built mosaic tile stitching software [12-14]. The resulting instrument resembles a high-resolution 
microplate reader typical of phenotypic screening applications [15], enabling contrast enhancement and 
quantitative phase imaging of developing embryos as well as adherent cells. Finally, to automate the 
annotation and analysis of this new kind of data we develop a computational imaging technique based on 
deep convolutional neural networks that adds specificity back to phase imaging [9].  
1.2 Image Formation in a Brightfield Microscope  
After some approximations, it can be shown that the optical field at the camera is a blurred version of the 
object’s scattering potential. To begin, we use the first-order Born approximation to decouple the optical 
field governed by the Helmholtz equation (U ), into incident and scattered components ( iU  and sU ) 
[16]. That is to say, we illuminate the object   r   with the incident illumination  iU r  to recover the 
scattered field  sU r , 
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where U  is the total field,  , ,z y zr  are the spatial coordinates, 0n  is the background refractive 
index, 0 c   is the wavenumber, with c as the speed of light in vacuum, and   is the angular 
frequency associated with the illumination. This approximation is valid in live-cell imaging where 




Next, we split the fields into forward and backscattered components, fU  and bU , by performing a 3D 
Fourier transform mapping to spatial frequencies,    , , ,x y z zk k k k k k , 
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Here k is the three-dimensional convolution in frequency space, and  
22   k k . 
Considering the forward scattering case the field becomes 
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The incident field, iU , is generated at the condenser and resembles a shell-like hyperplane embedded in 
 , zr ,  
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A conventional detector measures the average of the total optical field over many realizations, such that 
the recorded optical image relates to the scattering as 




where  represents a temporal average. Expanding this equation, we arrive at three interference terms 
associated with the scattering process, 
   * * * * *, i s i s i i i s i s s sI z U U U U U U U U U U U U       r  (6) 
Here *i iU U is a constant offset removed by interferometric imaging, 
*
s sU U is not detectable under 
brightfield illumination conditions, and *i sU U and 
*
i sU U  form the contrast associated with the phase 
image. This interpretation is not without precedent and resembles the syllogism to derive the 3D image 
formations assumptions in [17] from the more general model in [18, 19]. As photons are unaware of the 
approximation used, the validity of this approach is verified experimentally in later sections. Thus, to 
describe image formation we seek an expression for *i sU U  that can be averaged over all incident 
illuminations ( iU ) and colors ( o ).  
In practice, the detected field is reproduced some distance from the sample using an objective lens, which 
introduces a limit on the collected spatial frequencies, such that 
      ' , o i sU z A U U   rr r  (7) 
where oA  is the impulse response of the objective and r denotes 2D convolution. Thus, the measured 
interference due to the forward scattered field becomes 
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To simplify this expression we apply the first convolution (

k ) describing the interaction of the sample 
( ) with the tilted illumination ( iU ), 
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Next, we apply the identity,    iux ivx ivxxF x e e F v u e      , 
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Finally, we interfere the scattered light with the incident fields to obtain 
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This expression shows that a series of two-dimensional measurements can be used to partially reconstruct 
a three-dimensional object. For example, in optical diffraction tomography [20, 21] a series of 
measurements are acquired at varying ik such that each measurement reports on a hyperplane in   
along    i i   k k k- . Other strategies to acquire 3D volumes include scanning the wavelength 
(Optical Coherence Tomography [22]), or scanning through the focus (GLIM or SLIM [6, 23]).  When 
the illumination is centered such that 0i k , the objective term,      
2




resembles a disk. In other cases, the collection for brightfield terms is a crescent-shaped in the frequency 
domain [18].  
The illumination originates at the condenser and covers many ik , such that the mutual intensity is 
         , , OTF , , ,i f i i i iW z z d          k k k k k k k k-  (12) 
where OTFis an optical transfer function that describes the instrument and defocus. We note that the 
scattered field from each incident illumination is linear in k at the detector.  To arrive at the 
conventional expression for 3D imaging by a microscope [17], we evaluate this integral by expressing 
as a convolution, 
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Finally, upon rearranging terms, we recognize that this integral takes the form of a convolution between 
the coverage of the incident light and the collection associated with the objective. This is more obvious in 
the spatial frequency domain (k ), 
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The integral over incident illumination follows the form        ' ' ' kF k G k k dk F k G k   , 
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This form resembles the convolution of two dishes, one that takes the shape of the illumination 
(condenser) and one that takes the shape of the collection (objective), 
            , illumination collection BFOTF OTF OTFi fW      kk k k k k k  (16) 
While this expression establishes a linear relationship between the scattering potential and the mutual 
intensity in a brightfield microscope (convolution with BFOTF ), a conventional instrument is limited to 
measuring the real part of  ,i fW r  over many realizations of ik . As BFOTF is real at 0z  , the phase 
information of the scattering potential is limited to indirect measurements from out-of-focus planes [24], 
and this dissertation aims to present an instrument that provides high-contrast measurements of   k .  
1.3 Contrast Enhancement 
The image under a brightfield microscope suffers from low-contrast and offers an incomplete 
measurement of the scattering potential. Both problems can ultimately be attributed to an unwanted 
coupling of phase and amplitude information which is addressed in QPI instruments.  
To understand the lack of contrast in a brightfield microscope we can simplify Equation 6 into transmitted 
( iI ) and scattered intensities ( sI ) 
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where  is the phase shift between the incident and scattered fields as governed by the impulse response 
described in the prior section. In general, biological samples are weakly scattering such that the Born 




 i sU U  (18) 
As a consequence, the phase information imparted is a weak fluctuation on top of a large background, 
       , cos , ,i i s sI I I z z I z   r r r  (19) 
As cellular compartments are differentiated by their refractive index, contrast enhancement techniques for 
unlabeled specimens usually aim to increase the instrument’s sensitivity to  .  
Early efforts to improve the contrast in microscopy focused on blocking portions of the condenser and 
objective which would break symmetries in the system’s impulse response, as well as bring the power 
levels of the scattered and transmitted fields closer together. One notable procedure, Schlieren 
microscopy, popularized by August Toepler, involved illuminating with half of the condenser [25]. In his 
implementation, a further contrast enhancement came from modifying the collection objective with an 
additional apodization to better match the power between the incident and the scattered fields. In a 
parallel development, known today as darkfield microscopy, it was observed that one could block iI  to 
bring out sI which couples some phase information when the sample is defocused [26].  
Perhaps the biggest breakthrough in label-free imaging came with a better understanding of 
interferometry. In phase-contrast microscopy, rather than entirely blocking the light, a plate of known 
thickness is used to introduce an optical path length delay and attenuation to the transmitted light field  
(assumed to be iI ) [27]. For an appropriately engineered phase shift, this approach converts a cosine into 
a sine, resulting in the following model for phase-contrast image formation PCI , 




where   is the attenuation in the phase plate. While the phase-contrast geometry is perhaps the most 
sensitive phase imaging configuration [28], it suffers from coherence related artifacts [29]. For example, 
it is generally not possible to perfectly isolate the transmitted and scattered illuminations while permitting 
light through the instrument. This tradeoff ultimately leads to the characteristic halo artifact in phase 
contrast. Additionally, as phase contrast requires coherent or near coherent illumination, the resulting 
image has a reduced resolution compared to fully incoherent brightfield microscopy. As described in the 
subsequent chapter these two limitations were the motivations for the differential interference contrast 
(DIC) microscope which GLIM is an addon [30]. 
1.4 DIC Imaging 
This section contains a summary of the history of the DIC instrument that forms the basis of GLIM. DIC 
was motived by the deficiencies in phase-contrast imaging, including a lack of resolution for studying fine 
cellular details such as microtubules and halo artifacts that can submerge cellular structures under 
unwanted glows [31]. The DIC optical path consists of a modified condenser that splits the incident 
polarized illumination into beams that traverse the sample at laterally offset positions (Figure 1a). When 
the fields are recombined in space and polarization by a matching Wollaston prism and polarizer, the 
interference between the two offset positions is registered on the detector resulting in an image that 
resembles the derivative of the phase information. The chief challenge with the early design was that the 
Wallston prism would diverge the polarized beams making them difficult to collect and requiring the 
opposing Wallston prism to be located near the incident prism. The instrument would gain its name from 
the modifications performed by Georges Nomarski to replace the input Wollaston prism. His design 
would use an eponymous Nomarski prism to converge the orthogonal beams outside the objective (Figure 
1)  [32]. This effectively enabled the prisms to be separated by a much larger distance and the beams were 
then recombined using a de Sénarmont prism. These modifications would make the instrument 




The advantages of this approach were quickly recognized for imaging microscopic structures [34] 
especially spindles within cells that would otherwise be obscured by halo artifacts in phase-contrast 
microscopy [35]. The instrument’s superior resolution and performance in turbid samples would lead to 
its appearance in many foundational experiments such as the cell linear tracking in nematodes [36] or the 
development of patch-clamp techniques [4], among many others. From the onset, it was recognized that 
DIC could provide contrast in a reflected light geometry [37] as well as for x-ray imaging [38]. In today’s 
milieu, DIC is considered a high-end imaging technique with superior sensitivity but more difficult 
operation [39]. 
 
Figure 1: Nomarski modification to the Wallston prism enables using larger objectives. a, The 
first efforts to realize a differential interference contrast effect used two opposing Wallston prisms 
which were located immediately adjacent to the objective and condenser. b, To enable the use of higher 
numerical aperture optics, the Wallston prism under the objective was modified by changing the 
orientation of one of the crystals so that the split rays would come in focus outside the crystal. In 





Among the more memorable efforts to improve on DIC imaging were those involving the realization of 
some of the first digital processing techniques to improve image quality – namely, averaging many frames 
together and digitally performing background correction [40]. Other efforts have focused on hardware 
modifications. For example, C-DIC introduced adjustable contrast directions [41], while PlasDIC uses a 
Wollaston prism to take the derivative of the optical field after the sample [42]. In [43], the authors 
showed that a confocal geometry introduced added sectioning capabilities. 
Early in the development of DIC, it was observed that controlling the bias provided a strategy for 
profilometry and it was well known that intensity could be correlated to height measurements [34]. 
Nevertheless, real progress on phase measurements would come much later with the incorporation of 
phase-shifting techniques [44, 45]. Variants on these techniques include performing phase retrieval using 
non-interferometer methods [46] or along with multiple contrast directions [47]. These approaches would 
later be refined and extended to 3D imaging in the GLIM system [6]. 
1.5 Classical Approaches to Phase Measurements 
While methods like DIC and phase contrast have become mainstays in biological laboratories, the image 
recorded on the detector couples amplitude and phase information in a way that makes physical 
interpretation difficult. Further, the recorded signal associated with the amplitude information is often due 
to unwanted artifacts, including non-uniformities in the illumination, dust or scratches on the optics, light 
from out-of-focus planes, and multiple scattering. Quantitative phase imaging aims to break this coupling 
and directly measure the phase information ( ). 
The history of quantitative phase imaging is one of converging imaging techniques that were eventually 
applied to biological samples. The value of capturing the phase and amplitude in a full-field fashion was 
famously demonstrated by Dennis Gabor for analog post-processing of electron microscopy images [49]. 




would be followed up by Leith’s use of a reference beam to solve the twin image problem that made 
Gabor’s initial approach inoperable.   
In a parallel development, inspired by the deficiencies of phase-contrast such as the halo artifact and a 
lack of quantitative data, the 1950s saw the development of several double-path interferometric 
microscopes to study cellular physiology (for example, [50, 51]). Although at one point popular [52], 
these instruments were challenging to use as phase retrieval would need to be performed as a secondary 
calculation often by counting fringes or comparing the intensity of a portion of the sample in the 
background. In practice, these instruments would require tedious alignment to bring the two optical paths 
into interference before each experiment and would frequently drift out of alignment in the process of 
measurements. 
Subsequent advances in phase imaging were motivated by metrology, optical shop testing, and 
macroscopic imaging. The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor showed that it was possible to 
simultaneously capture the image and associated phase aberrations which were important for 
compensating atmospheric turbulence in satellite images [53]. The authors of [54] modified a Twyman-
Green interferometer with piezoelectric mirrors which were used to introduce controlled phase shifts. A 
32 x 32-pixel image was reconstructed on a “minicomputer” from a sequence of images – an impressive 
feat for the early 1970s. This approach would be extended by the authors of [55] and forms the basis for 
commercial contact-free profilometry [56]. With the advent of two-dimensional image processing, it was 
possible to iteratively guess the phase from intensity measurements and assumptions about the 
illuminations [57]. Later it was shown that the wavefront could be estimated from a series of through-
focus intensity measurements which presented a low-cost and still popular method for measuring the 
phase [24]. Further advances in computational techniques made it possible to reconstruct the phase from a 
single fringe measurement [58]. Similar advances in computational processing would find their way back 




automated with a stepper motor, and a substantial effort was expended to automated phase retrieval and 
analysis for cell tracking applications.  
1.6 Geometries for Quantitative Phase Imaging 
Today, the application of these methods, initially developed for optical metrology, to biological 
specimens falls under quantitative phase imaging (QPI) [60]. In broad strokes, quantitative phase imaging 
instruments can be separated into those that generate interference solely from the propagation of light, 
those that use oblique illumination, and those that use off-axis or common path geometries to enhance 
interference effects (Figure 2) [61, 62].  
Instruments that rely solely on the propagation of light can be understood under the transport of intensity 
formalism [24]. Under the paraxial assumption, the phase associated with the optical field can be acquired 
by a series of through-focus measurements. These measurements most commonly performed by axially 
scanning the sample, although a few alternative single-shot techniques existing such as using chromatic 
aberrations to obtain a different focus at each color channel [63]. In both versions, the axial derivative of 
the sequence produces the phase map (Figure 2a). While these methods are sometimes referred to as 
“non-interferometric” [64] this is somewhat of a misnomer as the “microscope image is an interference 
effect of a diffraction phenomenon” [65] and perhaps “interferometer-free” captures the lack of additional 
equipment. Although such methods are inexpensive and popular, the measured phase values strongly vary 
with the deconvolution algorithm and ultimately, struggle to detect fine cellular structure. The lack of 
contrast is in part due to a lack of accentuation of the phase information in the original brightfield image 
sequence.  
Alternatively, the object can be illuminated from the side, which breaks Hermitian symmetry, and 
accentuates phase information. Specifically, different spatial frequencies become available in each image 




commonly associated with reconstruction using projections onto convex sets (POCS) where a high-
resolution object is synthesized from a series of low-resolution measurements [67]. In the latter case, the 
resulting image is strongly affected by the estimated phase used to start the optimization procedure. 
 
Figure 2: Four phase-sensitive geometries commonly used for QPI. a, The phase of the optical field 
can be measured by interpreting the focus and defocus from a sequence of intensity images. The Shack-
Hartmann sensor operates on a similar principle but samples the intensities simultaneously. b, 
Illuminating the sample from the side highlights a portion of the object’s scattering potential and 
couples phase into measurable, all be it distorted intensity. A sequence of such images can be used to 
estimate the phase shift. c, Interferometers introduce a well-defined reference field and increase the 
contrast. In “traditional” designs the reference field is generated before interaction with the sample. d, 
In common path designs the reference field is generated from the sample. Shearing configurations such 




An alternative strategy is to introduce a well-defined “reference” field to accentuate the interference 
(Figure 2c). The most popular such instrument generates the reference field from an expanded point 
source similar to classical holography [68]. By integrating with high numerical aperture optics this 
instrument provided a way to perform diffraction tomography on microscopic samples [20, 69]. The use 
of two beams is similar to that of full-field optical coherence tomography [70]. 
In practice, the use of a second path introduces experimental difficulties. One of the biggest drawbacks of 
the double-path or off-axis designs was a tendency for mechanical vibration to introduce artificial path 
length differences in the interferometer effectively blurring the phase image. Further, double path designs 
are difficult to use with broadband illumination as even microns of misalignment can destroy the 
interferometric signal. These two deficiencies would be the motivations for common-path designs where a 
filter is used to generate a reference field from the scattered light (Figure 2d). This principle covers a 
broad category of instruments as the filter can be an arbitrary function. Instruments that fall under this 
category include those based on phase-contrast [71],  those that use fringes for spatial carriers [71], as 
well as those that shear the scattered light [6, 73].  The principle downside of common-path designs 
compared to their double-path counterparts concerns the interpretation of the interference as no obvious 
reference is present. For example, in phase-contrast designs, the interference is understood to be between 
the scattered and incident illumination, although in practice, especially under incoherent illumination 
conditions, the separation between these two fields is imperfect. 
1.7 Broadband Fields 
It is increasingly evident that the unique coherence properties of laser light are becoming limitations for 
resolving fine cellular details. For example, the ability of coherent illumination to interfere when beams 
are split some distance apart makes it easier to align double-path interferometric setups but comes at the 
expense of “speckle” artifacts when structure from out of focus plains contributed to the image [74]. 




formed under purely incoherent illumination conditions (for example DIC [17]). These problems can be 
remedied by using partially incoherent illumination. One method to recreate the effects of partially 
coherent illumination is to combine dozens of coherent images with different illumination properties 
which increases resolution and averages out speckles in the images [76]. In the case of common-path 
systems modifying the coherence of the illumination is often as simple substitution of light source 
artifacts [75]. In practice optimizing the coherence properties is an ongoing area of research as synthesis 
approaches are often slow and using incoherent illumination in common-path systems introduces halo 
artifacts.  Part of the challenge is that there exist few practical methods to make incoherent illumination 
more coherent. For example, to sufficiently remove halos around micropillars it was necessary to use a 
supercontinuum broadband laser source and construct a specialized condenser [77]. While alternative 
strategies such as using computational techniques have been proposed [29, 78], a more immediate 
solution is to change the reference field. As the interference in DIC and GLIM does not require separating 
the optical fields into scattered and transmitted components using spatially coherent illumination 
introduces sectioning without visible aberrations.  
1.8 Phase-Shifting Interferometry  
While using a common-path geometry in conjunction with broadband illumination removes many 
artifacts many QPI instruments still suffered from poor image quality compared to conventional 
microscopes. The culprit is often the use of spatial carriers to separate scattered and transmitted light. This 
requires oversampling the field of view relative to the diffraction limit, and the use of diffraction gratings 
introduces fringe-like artifacts into the image [79]. The solution is to perform modulation in the time 
domain rather than spatially. This is accomplished by acquiring separate images at different phase-shifts 
[80]. Crucially this avoids making assumptions about the spatial carriers as modulating equipment can be 
calibrated more accurately. This approach works well for the conventional phase-contrast ring 




length shifts [81]. The principle disadvantage of the phase-shifting approach is that multiple images must 
be acquired which slows down the acquisition. In practice, this often becomes a matter of light budget and 
as shown in Chapter 2, with well engineering instrumentation phase-shifting can be performed in real-
time.  
1.9 Applications of Quantitative Phase Imaging 
Perhaps the best-known application of QPI is for studying time-lapse changes in the growth and 
development of adherent cells over long periods using the linear relationship between phase and cellular 
dry mass [82, 83]. As cells can divide without growing [84], dry mass often provides a more relevant 
measure of growth compared to conventional cell count-based proliferation assays. This capability is 
particularly useful in applications where cells rarely divide such as in neuronal cultures [85] or drug 
susceptibility screening [86]. In a larger context, studies of cellular mass have the potential to address 
fundamental questions in cellular biology such as if cells show linear or exponential growth patterns and 
if more cellular mass engenders more growth [87]. Importantly, with modern QPI methods, cells can be 
imaged virtually indefinitely over large fields of view, making it possible to investigate the growth and 
redistribution of cellular mass as a function of time. Applications have included studying the cell cycle or 
identifying influential cells in a large population [89]. Because analysis is performed on images, rather 
than with difficult to observe cantilevers [90], QPI methods can be augmented with conventional 
morphological analysis – such as tracking extensions in neurons [91]. 
Beyond imaging cell growth, QPI has the potential to mitigate observational bias in clinical pathology 
applications [92].  In these applications, observational bias arises from both the subjective judgment of 
the pathologist as well as variations in the instruments used to make the judgments. As quantitative phase 
maps are direct measurements of the underlying structures they have the potential to provide a new 
category of system invariant marker for pathology applications [93]. For example, the median of the 




dysplasia, cancer progression in colorectal cancer [12]. With this newfound capability, certain QPI 
modalities are now compatible with standard histopathological staining workflows meaning the phase 
information is presented as an addition rather than an alternative form of contrast [94]. Besides screening 
resected tissue, QPI-derived parameters have been used to study blood cells. For example, it was shown 
that blood stiffness changes with time [95] or that phase information can be used to differentiate maturity 
in erythrocytes [96]. Further, QPI combined with machine learning techniques has shown promise to 
remove observation bias by automating the pathologist. For example, using texture-based analysis it was 
possible to perform semantic segmentation and grading of prostate cancer slides [97], and, since then, 
more modern deep convolutional networks have been used to identify cancer from annotated tissue 
microarrays [98]. This combination of system invariant information and automatic screening was recently 
applied to studying sperm cells. Here an automatic segmentation technique was used to calculate ratios of 
cellular compartments which were then correlated with reproductive outcomes [99]. In a broader context, 
QPI has been shown to provide much the same information as other label-free techniques but often with 
much higher throughput [100]. 
In addition to applications for cell growth and pathology, QPI can extend transmitted light imaging to 
three dimensions by considering the phase maps under the optical diffraction tomography formalism [69]. 
The use of QPI for this application was first proposed in [101] where the authors visualized pollen 
samples by acquiring a sequence of phase images at varied illumination angles. These two images can 
then be remapped to locations in the three-dimensional frequency space. Alternative techniques include 
scanning the focus and using deconvolution to acquire the focus corrected volume [102]. While biological 
processes adherent cells rarely require 3D visualization, tomographic approaches have the potential to 
decouple the cell height from the refractive index [103], and the 3D refractive index measurement may be 
a more robust metric compared to the phase value [23, 104]. The work presented in this dissertation opens 
up new venues for 3D QPI by enabling tomographic imaging of turbid samples such as organoids, brain 




CHAPTER 2: GRADIENT LIGHT INTERFERENCE 
MICROSCOPY 
2.1 Image Formation in GLIM 
The brightfield microscope (presented in the previous section) has limited phase sensitivity and hence is 
poorly equipped to image unstained specimens. To enhance phase sensitivity, Georges Nomarksi 
proposed to use two polarized beams, to traverse the sample at slightly offset locations [30]. This design 
is shown in Figure 3. The resulting image resembles the phase difference between the two fields and 
couples the phase information into detectable intensities. In GLIM (Figure 3), we separate the phase from 
the intensity information, enabling us to measure the real and imaginary parts of  . 
The Jones matrix representation of the DIC and GLIM optical path is as follows; 
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where 1P  and 2P  are polarizers oriented at 45  , NP is a Nomarski prism which duplicates the sample 
 t r at a displacement of Δr , and LCVR  is a liquid crystal variable retarder which introduces a phase 
delay of  . In conventional DIC,   is controlled by the de Sénarmont prism. In GLIM, we aim to 
decouple the measurement of the amplitude and the phase portion of  t r  by recording intensity images 






Figure 3: GLIM comprises a DIC microscope with a liquid crystal variable retarder. To recover 
the phase associated with the DIC microscope (Δφx), GLIM acquires four intensity images which, upon 
integration, return the phase shift due to the object’s scattering potential (φx). The 90° phase shift 
corresponds to conventional DIC imaging. The collection portion of the GLIM system (objective, etc.) 
can be used with reflected light imaging, enabling co-localized QPI and fluorescence microscopy 
(DAPI & DiI). 
In intensity-normalized form these become 
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where  is the phase shift gathered between at the two laterally offset positions, 
     t t t     r r r Δr . When  introduces a bias of 90we arrive at the simplified, intensity 
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 (23) 
In this expression, the “sample” behaves as a complex transmission  t r  rather than the scattering 
governed by the Born approximation in Chapter 1. A more complete expression separating incident and 
scattered light resembles 
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 (24) 
where iA is the amplitude of the transmitted light, 1sA  and 2sA  are the amplitudes of the scattered waves, 
and 1s and 2s  are the associated phases from two laterally offset positions on the sample. After 
application of Mathematica, the intensity on the detector can be expressed as 
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This formulation correctly captures several observed features of the DIC image; for example, extinction 








 ), which 
results in the following expression for the calculated quantity in GLIM, c : 
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 (27) 
In practice, we assume argc t      , such that the mutual intensity resembles , BFOTFi fW t r  
and arrive at the following expression for 3D image formation in DIC, 
        DIC BF BFOTF , OTF ,W r z r z        rr r r r  (28) 
where DICW  is the mutual intensity of the DIC instrument and BFOTF is the coordinate space 




2.2 Phase Retrieval and Modulator Calibration 
 
Figure 4: GLIM calibration procedure. To estimate the phase shift associated with the voltage on the 
detector we acquire an increasing sequence of 512 voltages or “gray levels” from 0 to 10 V. An empty 
region of the sample (yellow box) is selected to produce a curve of measured amplitude as a function of 
gray level (“amplitude”). The Hilbert transform extracts the instantaneous phase shift from this curve. 
Next, four points on the curve are selected and an equation for the phase reconstruction is derived 
following the least-squares procedure outlined in the chapter. Even for a thinly resected pathology 
slice, the GLIM image is substantially clearer, containing none of the amplitude defects (dust, etc.) on 
the original amplitude image.  
As mentioned earlier, one of the most popular ways to recover the phase involves acquiring images at 
uniform 90° offsets.  
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To use this equation, we need to determine the hardware-specific relationship between the voltage written 
on the modulator and the actual phase shift imparted to the light. This relationship is expected to vary 
with the specific modulator and the color of the illumination. To calibrate the modulator (Figure 4) we 
acquire a sequence of sample-free images with increasing phase shifts (V ) such that the averages take the 
following form: 
      0 1 cosI V I V     (30) 
These data are then normalized to 
   cosnI V  (31) 
To determine the relationship between the phase shift and voltage, we generate the imaginary portion of 
the complex analytic signal using a Hilbert transform ( HT ) [81]. This procedure is performed in the 
Fourier domain and requires continuity and periodicity assumptions to be met [105]. The argument of the 
complex analytic signal yields the instantaneous phase response associated with the instrument and 
wavelength, 
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  (32) 
In practice, using uniform shifts is challenging as the position of the de Sermonte prism makes it difficult 
to find a shift at 270°. This effect is especially pronounced when using infrared illumination, where larger 
voltages are used to achieve the same phase shift. Instead, we choose a more general version of the phase-
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To find the weights it and ib for a series of known phase shifts, i , we attempt to reduce the error 
between the measured irradiance for the phase shift and the coefficients that would produce that phase 
shift [107]. To arrive at the phase reconstruction formula, to obtain solutions for the cosine and sine 
contributions ( 2a  and 3a ) in terms of the measured irradiance iI  given the known i ,  
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  (34) 
The coefficients is  and ic  are only calculated when deriving the equation during calibration. As a side 
note 1a  can be potentially used to calculate the mutual intensity   although this quantity has little 
physical interpretation (unlike phase which is related to dry mass [83]). Thus, the following equation is 
minimized under least squares: 
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which involves taking the derivative with respect to the three variables using a computer algebra system 
(MATLAB). This procedure results in solutions of the form 2
N
i ii
a c I and  3 N i iia s I .  
This approach can be readily extended to color imaging by either merging the channels [94], or treating 
each color channel independently to produce a three-color phase map from a single phase-shifting 





Figure 5: Three-channel SLIM image reconstructed from four phase-contrast images. a, An 
amplitude modulation curve was acquired by modulating a piston (single value) pattern on a cross-
polarized spatial light modulator, with the Hilbert transform of each color channel relating the gray 
level to the imparted phase shift. As the relationship between phase shift and gray level is expected to 
depend on wavelength, we generate a phase reconstruction formula for each color channel. b, Color 
SLIM image highlights red blood cells as red (blue arrow) and tissue microcalcifications as blue (red 
arrow).  Illumination was performed in a phase-contrast geometry with a phase-contrast objective 
(40x/0.75).   
In practice, GLIM intensity images ( nI ) contain two defects that appear as unwanted offsets in the phase 
map, 
             2 2 2 cosn t b o nI t t t tr r Δr r r Δr r r             (36) 
where o  is a constant phase offset introduced by output Nomarski prism. Further, the DIC image 
contains a low-frequency slant-like background  b r , which can be removed by high-pass filtering the 





Figure 6: Flatness correlation for quantitative measurements. As is typical with DIC, the GLIM 
image includes a slant-like background attributable to a slight lack of orthogonality between the 
variable retarder and the tilted beams in DIC. Thus, the background depends on the particular DIC 
optics, which is typically associated with a specific objective. For large scans, we correct this defect by 
averaging all tiles together to form a background image which is removed for quantitative analysis. A 
Fourier bandpass is used for real-time operation.   
2.3 Hilbert Transform Integration 
In GLIM, we measure the phase between interfering beams in DIC, which is a difference in phase 
between two points on the object. To recover an approximation of the phase shift imparted by the object, 
we perform numerical integration by using a Hilbert transform [108] along the contrast direction. In the 
one dimensional case, the Hilbert transform mapping  u t to  v t  can be represented in the frequency 
domain as 
       sgnv i u     (37) 
As shown in Figure 7, applying this form to two-dimensional space, we arrive at the following Fourier 
filter: 




where  x k  is the integrated image along the contrast direction and sgn is a sign function oriented at   
(see Figure 7).  Compared with the following naive integration scheme, 











where regl is some regularization constant, our approach is a regularized version when  xk is large. In 
practice, the corruption at low frequencies is not observed as these are not measured for coherence 
reasons. Lastly, increasing regl causes the naïve restoration filter to more closely resemble a sigmoid, 
making the difference in these approaches negligible.  
While more elaborate integration techniques are described in other sections, the Hilbert transform requires 
no system-specific measurements, applies to continuous samples (without a background region), and 
preserves the image quality and resolution of the original signal (Figure 7) [108]. The principal 
disadvantage is a mismatch between the strict definition of the derivative and the Hilbert transform, which 
is somewhat mitigated by the understanding that GLIM is not an exact derivative and other schemes 
require regularization which – also – does not match the exact definition of a derivative.  
To test the validity of our approach we imaged a 3 μm polystyrene sphere embedded in microscopy oil 



















The distortion orthogonal to the contrast-bearing axis (null space of the system transfer operator) bears 
little significance for live cell measurements, as cellular shape and growth do not have a preferential 
direction. A similar technique was applied to recover the phase when gradient data was available in both 
directions [109].  
 
Figure 7: Integrating GLIM images with a Hilbert transform. a, To integrate the phase we use a 
Hilbert transform where the Fourier transform of the GLIM image is multiplied by a filter 
corresponding to DIC shear direction. The imaginary part of the inverse transform contains the 
integrated phase. To determine the actual angle we evaluate all possible candidates and select the one 
where all cellular structures introduce a positive phase shift ( 315   for this neuron). b, The Hilbert 
transform works well for structures composed of high-spatial-frequency information such as 3 μm 
polystyrene microspheres. The disagreements are mostly due to the system impulse response, which 




2.4 Task-Parallelism for Real-Time Imaging and High-Throughput 
Acquisition 
 
Figure 8: Real-time GLIM processing. a, In GLIM, the acquisition process begins by introducing a 
voltage on the modulator. This step takes 20 ms on Meadowlark modulators and 70 ms on Thorlabs 
modulators. Next, the image is recorded with 10 ms exposure, 10 ms readout. Phase retrieval occurs in 
hardware and is comparably quick (2 ms, 2070 GTX Super, NVIDIA). Next, the GLIM images are 
integrated along the direction of the DIC shear (6 ms). As outlined in Chapter 5 our instrument can 
evaluate deep convolutional neural networks in real-time. To avoid edge artifacts, we perform GPU 
based inference (65 ms) on a larger, mirror-padded version of the image, followed by rendering (6 ms). 
b, These steps are performed in parallel to optimally overlap computation with acquisition. As the 
computation is typically quicker than the acquisition, all reconstruction steps are performed every time 
a new frame is received.  
The GLIM acquisition process requires coordinating the modulator, camera, and microscope. This 
procedure needs to operate at video-rates to facilitate setting up complex experiments, digitize large 
samples, and avoid unnecessary phototoxicity.  
To achieve optimal performance, we rely on task parallelism to overlap acquisition with computation 




light on the camera sensor, reading out the exposed frame, performing phase retrieval, integrating the 
derivative phase map, analyzing the data, and rendering and writing the final results.  
In many GLIM systems, the rate-limiting factor is the time for the liquid crystal to stabilize. On Thorlabs 
equipment, this can be as high as 70 ms while on Meadowlark this process occurs within 20 ms. In slide 
scanning or tomography applications, the LCVR modulation step is overlapped with the motion of the 
microscope. In this case, the modulation during the first frame is allowed more time to stabilize, which is 
often desired as the transition from the last frame to the first frame decreases the voltage (and takes longer 
to occur than an increase in voltage). 
By far the most challenging component to automate is the scientific camera. When operating in software 
triggering mode, these devices require vendor-specific workarounds to achieve reliable high-speed 
acquisition. For example, during software-triggered acquisition, an indeterminate amount of time elapses 
before the camera is triggered, as some time is allowed for the variable retarder to stabilize and the 
microscope stage to reach the desired position. When the camera receives the trigger signal, it must 
discard the charge already on the detector by performing a readout, which takes approximately the same 
time as the exposure. As a side note, the charge on the detector is discarded because before triggering the 
camera detector has been exposed for an unknown period. Thus, software triggering effectively drops the 
frame rate by a factor of two. After the charge on the detector is discarded, the camera sensor begins to 
integrate the actual frame for the desired exposure time. During this step, the camera, perhaps by design, 
is unable to receive additional trigger signals and will either ignore a software trigger or issue an error. In 
general, while software triggers can be issued with millisecond precision, due to the computer load, they 
can arrive at the wrong time. In rare cases, these signals arrive when the camera cannot receive them 
resulting in an error or a missed frame. In our implementation, we correct for this category of defects 
either by using the vendor-issued error codes (Andor) or, in the case of cameras that ignore triggers 




camera is “rebooted” to clear the trigger queue and the acquisition event is repeated. We note that this 
kind of error can be reduced by operating at slower frame rates. 
High-speed acquisition also requires careful memory management to avoid redundant memory copies. To 
achieve this, our program pre-allocates a large chunk of memory, pointers to which are then are passed 
between threads. In our implementation, we use two threads to control the camera acquisition process. 
One thread modulates the variable retarder, moves the microscope, and triggers the camera. A second 
thread is used to receive incoming data and upload it to the GPU. As the phase retrieval and writing of the 
data to the disk often take longer to perform than the camera readout, a third thread is used to coordinate 
the GPU processing and file writing. In our implementation, a graphic interface running on a dedicated 
thread is used to render the resulting image and perform PICS analysis (later section). Having the GUI on 
a separate thread helps to prevent program “lock-ups” when other threads are busy.  
Unsurprisingly, it was found that having a robust graphical interface enabled more complicated 
experiments [110], and high-throughput imaging was particularly useful not only for imaging cellular 
dynamics [95] but also digitizing large mesoscopic structures, which enabled us to study the 4D migration 
of cells on 3D printed cellular substrates [111-113]. 
2.5 Applied to Studying Adherent Cells 
Perhaps the central application of quantitative phase imaging is measuring dry mass growth rates in 
adherent cells  (i.e. [88, 114] among others). GLIM avoids “phase-wrapping” problems associated with 
more sensitive direct phase measuring techniques (such as SLIM [28]), making it compatible with a wider 
range of biological samples such as suspension cell lines popular for the large scale synthesis of complex 
biomolecules [115]. Specifically, large round cells (such as suspension CHO [116]) exhibit a phase 
measurement defect due to the inability of interferometric systems to distinguish between multiples of 2π 




This defect transforms a ramp structure into a sawtooth [117].  The GLIM data (  ) contain the 
derivative of the phase at each point, which only wraps if there is a steep change in phase across the 
diffraction spot ( NA ). This is very unlikely for biological specimens and we have never observed 
wrapping.  
In the case of bulk tissues imaged by GLIM, coherence gating [118], and phase shifting cause a strong 
sectioning effect, where the resulting phase image corresponds to a narrow optical slice in the tissue. 
Thus, each individual z-slice in the tomogram does not suffer from phase wrapping, although many such 
slices are required to recover the total mass of the sample [119].  
Additionally, as the beams in GLIM interfere with each other, rather than with a shared reference, the 
instrument does not suffer from defects typical of common-path interferometers such as the halo in phase-
contrast microscopy [29]. As the system performs modulation in space, rather than time, we avoid fringes 
and associated coherent artifacts such as in [120].  
 
Figure 9: Phase wrapping is a challenge for instruments that directly measure phase. SLIM image 
of CHO cells taken at 5x/0.15 shows phase wrapping in the center of the cells (black spot). In practice, 
in other QPI systems such as SLIM, this artifact is reduced by coherence gating. In effect, only a 
portion of the cell appears in a single field of view, requiring a z-stack to be acquired for an accurate 
measurement of the total dry mass. In contrast, the GLIM image does not require z-stacking to 





To demonstrate the potential for time-lapse imaging with GLIM, in [6] we monitored the growth of HeLa 
cells over several cell cycles.  Figure 10 shows scanning GLIM data of HeLa cells in culture over a 4.48 x 
5.54 mm2 field of view. This image is a mosaic of 16 x 20 tiles. The acquisition took approximately 3 
minutes for each scan, which was assembled into a time-lapse sequence following the procedure outlined 
in Chapter 4. The GLIM image provides a quantitative phase map at intracellular resolution, clearly 
showing fine structures such as nucleoli indicated by white arrows (Figure 10). We acquired 38 such large 
fields of view, over a time interval of 10 hours enabling us to plot the average growth rates of the cells 
[83]. We found that the mass doubling period was approximately 36 hours. This time is ~50% longer than 
the typical cell number doubling time as cells can divide without doubling in mass [84]. One day was 
allowed for the cells to exit the lag phase.  
A similar procedure was used to measure the growth of SW480/620 cells and hippocampus derived 
primary neurons [9, 121]. Highlighting the ability of GLIM to measure through media, GLIM was used to 
















Figure 10:  GLIM for adherent cell growth. a, Time-lapse GLIM imaging was performed over 10 
hours and is composed of 16 x 20 mosaic tiles of size 280 x 277 μm2. Each image represents the 
selection shown in the dashed box from the previous image (b-f).  The scan shows submicron 




2.6 Applied to Studying Acute Brain Slices 
Figure 11: GLIM enhances contrast in acute brain slices by removing non-uniform illumination 
due to the intrinsic attenuation in the sample (40x/0.75). a, Owing to its compact design GLIM can 
be integrated into many imaging setups including the electrophysiology equipped microscope shown. 
b, DIC, GLIM, and integrated GLIM images over the hippocampus. Unlike in conventional imaging 
techniques nucleoli (small white dots) are visible inside the cells.  
Acute brain slices are a popular model for studying neurodegenerative disease because they originate 
from developed tissue and thus have the potential to reproduce in vivo neuronal architecture. In a typical 
protocol, murine brains are sliced to 300 μm and kept alive by circulating artificial cerebral fluid [123]. 
This is in contrast to thinner slices prepared for pathology [124], and this thickness is at the limit of what 
can be resolved with conventional DIC imaging [125]. As shown in Figure 11, GLIM corrects for non-
uniform intensity due to intrinsic amplitude differences in the sample [124], which, in turn, brings out 





Figure 12: Co-localized fluorescence imaging and 3D microscopy in turbid samples. a, GLIM 
images are co-localized with fluorescence microscopy (labeled with SR101) to identify astrocytes. b, 
GLIM images are annotated using a thresholding algorithm to recover a mask corresponding to 3D 
structure of the astrocyte, which can be overlaid onto the original data to recover quantitative phase 
parameters such as the cellular dry mass.  
In this dissertation, these capabilities were used to study circadian [127] cycle-dependent changes in 
astrocyte morphology and dry mass. To this end, samples were stained for astrocytes and a thresholding-
based segmentation technique was used to calculate the dry mass and volume (Figure 12). Interestingly, 
not all cells exhibited a positive dry mass. In particular non-viable cells that were less dense compared to 
the brain tissue had a negative dry mass (Figure 13). Ultimately, it was found that while the volume of the 
astrocytes changed, the total mass remains constant (Figure 14) [128]. This is in good agreement with the 
hypothesis that volume changes serve a waste clearance role with the cell swelling and changing in 





Figure 13: GLIM identifies empty astrocytes. Empty cells show dry mass below the average for the 
tissue. In all such cases, these cells temporarily exhibited correct membrane potentials followed by a 
complete depolarization a few minutes after the initial measurement. 
 
 
Figure 14: Cell body radius is approximately 28% smaller during the inactive portion of the 
circadian cycle (p < 0.05).  Dry mass, volume, and equivalent radius were calculated on a total of 45 
brain slices (20 night, 25 day), from 18 rats (9 night, 9 day). From these tomograms, we annotate a total 
of 129 cells with 135 z-slices per cell. No statistically significant relationship was observed with total 




CHAPTER 3: EPI-ILLUMINATION GLIM 
3.1 Epi-GLIM System 
During this doctoral work, it was found that many turbid structures are not compatible with transmitted 
light imaging. Obvious examples include opaque ex vivo tissue such as the exposed flesh of a mouse. Less 
obvious samples that are incompatible with transmitted light imaging include high-well-count microplates 
used for phenotypic screening applications. Such dishes have tall walls that obscure overhead 
illumination. Thus, we developed an epi-illumination gradient light interference microscope (epi-GLIM) 
which images samples in a reflection geometry [11]. The resulting instrument is capable of providing 
topographic information on mesoscopic structures such as spheroids, zebrafish, and brain slices. As phase 
in backscattering QPI was mostly unstudied, we developed an experimental approach to solve the inverse 
problem, which recovers the 3D scattering potential associated with the sample.  
Epi-GLIM is implemented as an add-on module to a commercial differential interference contrast (DIC) 
and is constructed similarly to the transmitted light instrument - except that it incorporates a beam splitter 
to illuminate the sample and collect the backscattered field (Figure 15a). In our implementation, the light 
path begins from an LED source at 780 nm (Figure 15a, IR) and is directed toward a diffuser internal to 
the microscope, facilitating spatially incoherent illumination (Figure 15a, Dif.). This light is polarized 
(P1) before being directed towards the sample via a beam splitter (Figure 15a, BS). Next, a Nomarski 
prism splits the illumination into two orthogonal polarizations (Figure 15a, NP, red and blue) which are 
focused onto the sample by the microscope’s objective. These two waves arrive at the sample plane 
slightly offset (sheared) along one direction, with a spatial shift that is smaller than the diffraction spot 





Figure 15: Epi-GLIM enables phase imaging of opaque structures. a, The epi-GLIM module 
intercepts the sheared beams in reflected light DIC (blue/red) before they are recombined at the output 
analyzer (P2). Specifically, we focus light from an IR source through a diffuser (Dif.) by way of lenses 
L1, L2, beam splitter, and objective (L1, L2, BS OBJ). To achieve differential interference contrast, the 
light is polarized by an input polarizer (P1) and split with a Nomarski prism into two laterally sheared 
polarizations (NP). The backscattered field is then collected by the objective and tube lens (TL). By 
using a liquid crystal variable retarder (LVR), we control the relative phase shifts between these 
polarizations. b, We reconstruct a relief-style phase map using a sequence of DIC intensity frames 
acquired at phase shift, corresponding to 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°, as indicated. c, To validate our approach, 
we imaged a 1.9 μm bead on a reflective surface. Upon integration, we recover the expected phase 
profile for a polystyrene bead blurred by the impulse response of the system (40x/0.75 490 nm). As the 
bead is located on a reflective surface, it is twice the expected transmission value. The (slight) 
mismatch on the right lobe motivates the use of measured impulse response in later portions of this 
work. 
Upon backscattering off the sample, the fields are recombined by the Nomarski prism, and the image is 
relayed at the camera through the tube lens (Figure 15a, TL). Immediately before the camera, the final 
field is analyzed by a polarizer parallel to the input (Figure 15a, P2).  The resulting image resembles the 




phase bias of , such that the sample signal is measured against a dark background. To quantitatively 
measure the phase gradient at each pixel, we augment this design with a variable retarder that modulates 
the relative offset between the two sheared beams (Figure 15a, LCVR). This modulator is mounted at a 
45° with respect to the input polarization.  
3.2 Topography from All-In-Focus Projection 
Unlike their 2D counterparts, 3D cellular systems contain clusters such that cells can grow over each 
other, leading to non-trivial variations in height. These variations in height are particularly important as 
they are related to access to gas exchange and nutrients.  
In Figure 16, we investigate a 3D cell culture of HepG2 spheroids, a common model for liver disease 
[130, 131]. By removing the incoherent background illumination, epi-GLIM shows intracellular detail in 
these complex cellular systems. To estimate the volume of the spheroids, we acquire a through-focus 
volume. From this stack, we can reconstruct an all-in-focus image,  , using a commercial software 
(Helicon Focus), essentially choosing the axial slice that maximizes the detail in a pixel-neighborhood. 
Thus, we transformed the 3D information from the z-stack into a 2D projection,  max, ,x y z , where 
maxz  is obtained by maximizing the variance of the measured   over a window of size 2w [132], 
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In Equation 41, N  denotes the number of pixels in the window, and   is the z-stack of epi-GLIM 
data. This topographic map provides a relatively easy way to obtain the volume of a sample without the 
need to solve an optical inverse problem. When illuminated with a low numerical aperture objective, the 




surrounding media. We found that the thickness difference across different spheroids appears in 
increments of 15 µm, suggesting discrete cell layers. In line with theories about nutritional availability 
and gas exchange, we note that the largest spheroids are relatively flat, meaning that their transverse size 
is larger than their thickness. 
 
Figure 16: Epi-GLIM reveals cellular level details in a multilayer cell culture. By finding the axial 
section that maximizes the focus, it is possible to recover a height map giving the approximate volume 
of the spheroids. 10x/0.3, HepG2 liver cancer spheroids, red arrow, nucleoli inside a single cell. 
3.3 Tomography with Non-Linear Filtering 
When looking at tomographic stacks it is often observed that boundaries and edges are disproportionality 
composed of high spatial frequencies, which is to say that high-frequency data delimits biological 
compartments. Furthermore, under spatially broadband illumination, the effective bandwidth, and thus 
sectioning, varies as a function of the spatial frequency. In other words, low spatial frequencies have less 
sectioning than mid-band frequencies. With our non-linear filtering approach, we convert these mid-band 
frequencies into low frequencies to “fill in” the structure of the object [6]. In this approach (Figure 17), 
processing is performed in 2D for each slice inside the zee stack. Our approach consists of selecting the 
frequencies of interest using a Fourier filter, 




where low  and hi  control the frequency band of interest and ,x m  is the resulting mid-band phase. In 
practice, this value is tuned on a per-sample basis. Next, the data is integrated using the Hilbert transform 
technique ( HT ) outlined in Chapter 2. 
     , ,, ,x m x mz HT z   r r  (43) 
The data is then squared, and a logarithm is applied to smooth the image. 
     20 ,, log ,x mz z  r r  (44) 
The resulting images contain artifacts due to zero crossings in the initial image, which we correct with a 
bilateral filter ( B ), 
     0, ,z B z  r r  (45) 
resulting in a volume ready for rendering with a 3D visualization software like AMIRA (Thermo 
Scientific). As processing is performed on 2D slices this approach is faster than 3D deconvolution and as 
the high pass filter is selected for visualization, the approach avoids a system specific impulse response 
measurement. The primary deficiency is that, as a 2D method, this approach is unable to digitally 





Figure 17: Nonlinear filtering to render epi-GLIM images. a, All-in-focus projection of an acute 
brain slice imaged in reflection (20x/0.5, ~1.5 μm axial resolution). As the epi-GLIM reconstruction 
process suppresses out-of-focus illumination, small changes to the focus will reveal distinct cellular 
layers (red arrows pointing to pyramidal neurons). The volumetric rendering highlights the dense 
crescent of pyramid cells (purple outline). Individual z-levels show intracellular detail. At right is a QPI 
tomogram of a free-swimming larval zebrafish six days post-fertilization (5x/0.13) with highlighted 
organ scale structures. b, Tomographic reconstruction was performed using slice-by-slice high-pass 
filtering. Due to absorption, the eye has a random phase signal, which we replaced with a constant 
value, for visualization purposes. 
3.4 Tomography with Fiduciary Objects  
Like all optical instruments, due to physical and hardware limitations, GLIM collects a distorted and 
limited version of the sample. Under linearity and shift-invariance, this distortion can be modeled as a 
convolution. In practice, modeling the response with the accuracy needed to meaningfully restore the 
object is non-trivial as the system’s response depends on the precise configuration of the microscope as 




To overcome these challenges, we proposed a 3D image reconstruction technique based on the system’s 
response to polystyrene microspheres (Figure 18). Essentially, we characterized the system’s point spread 
function by measuring the distortion of polystyrene microspheres of known dimensions. The idea behind 
our method is that any difference between an object’s known scattering potential  ox r  and the data 
measured on the microscope  oy r  is due to the system’s PSF, given as: 
      PSFo oy xr r r ⓥ  (46) 
where ⓥ  stands for 3D convolution. Therefore, the deconvolution between oy  and ox  yields the PSF . 
This approach extends the concept of fiducial markers [134] to tomographic reconstructions. Compared to 
the sub-diffraction-limited spheres used in fluorescence microscopy, large fiducial objects provide 
stronger signal and contrast. The proposed technique applies to a wide variety of imaging instruments, 
especially when the system is linear.  
In Figure 18, we used this fiducial object approach to reconstruct tomograms of adherent cells.  There we 
added 3 µm polystyrene microspheres to the standard formalin solution used to fix cells. In this way, the 
spheres are co-localized with the cells, sharing the same optical path and aberrations [135]. Next, we 
imaged six spheres from two fields of view and aligned the associated data using the MATLAB Image 
Registration Toolbox. Then, we applied the information from the fiducial object to reconstruct the 
tomogram of an unknown object (e.g. a cell), of scattering potential x(r), from the new data y(r). The 
reconstruction, with Weiner regularization, in the frequency domain, is given by 
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 where  w k  is the reconstruction filter,  y k  is the measured data in the spatial frequency domain, and 
  is a regularizer, and functions of argument k are the Fourier transform of those of argument r.  
 
Figure 18: Control object used to reconstruct an unknown sample. a, The system’s impulse 
response is measured from a series of known microspheres. When the known shape of the structure is 
deconvolved from the measured data, the difference contains the system point spread function (PSF). 
We combined the PSF measurement with the reconstruction step to avoid using two regularizers. b, 
Epi-GLIM image of a HeLa cell and 3 μm beads before the tomographic reconstruction (40x/0.75). c, 
Same field of view after the 3D reconstruction showing the cell and bead with the expected spherical 





After this numerical reconstruction, the profile (dashed yellow line) of the sphere displays the correct 
morphology (spherical shape, Figure 18c). Further, the overall height of the adhered cell (Figure 18c) is in 
good agreement with surface plots made of this particular cell line using another optical imaging system 
(atomic force microscopy [136]). We evaluated several regularizers and found that the regularization is 
optimal for a noise-to-signal ratio of 0.003. This is a rather small regularizer, highlighting the comparably 
high sensitivity of phase imaging, and note that extremely high signal-to-noise ratios are required to 
resolve the signal inside the “missing cone” region [137]. The modeling of image formation in this 
“missing” region is the subject of on-going work. 
3.5 Epi-GLIM Applied to Imaging Semiconductors 
Reflected light DIC is a popular method to visualize structures on a semiconductor as it benefits from 
incoherent illumination and is compatible with a reflection geometry (unlike other methods, i.e. phase-
contrast). It was found that epi-GLIM was well suited to augment these measurements with quantitative 
information such as the topography. While there are several standard techniques for recovering height 
from DIC images which involve determining a mapping between recorded intensity and measured phase 
shift, in epi-GLIM, we choose to use our 2D fiduciary object approach. To do so we digitized a large 
wafer and generated a transfer function by comparing measured values to the theoretical height of the 
features (Figure 19). The theoretical height was calculated by considering the semiconductor etching 
process and was expected to be in good agreement with what would be measured with a profilometer. As 
the wafer exhibited correct electrical behavior the theoretical predictions were likely to match the actual 
wafer. Thus this heightmap was aligned to the measured data to obtain a transfer function used to 
deconvolve a different region of the sample [138]. Compared to the beads shown earlier, using a 
semiconductor to measure the distortions of the image was substantially easier for image registration 
reasons and the large quantity of data enabled a higher fidelity reconstruction. Ultimately, this approach 




may be a strategy to further improve 3D reconstruction. The lack of phase wrapping in epi-GLIM is 




Figure 19: Epi-GLIM enables QPI images of semiconductor wafers a, 100 mm semiconductor 
(supposedly the largest continuous sample imaged by QPI). b, 60 x 83 tile mosaic corresponding to a 
scan range of 45 cm2, imaged with a 10x/0.3NA objective. c, Topography was measured by using the 





CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF GLIM DATA 
4.1 Assembling Plate Reader Scans 
Perhaps the most important application of quantitative phase imaging is for time-lapse studies of cell 
growth and proliferation. Often, such studies aim to characterize the behavior or phenotype of cells in 
response to certain treatments using image analysis. Frequently, they involve digitizing specialized Petri 
dishes on which thousands of experiments can be performed in parallel [15]. 
 
Figure 20: Image assembly and registration. a, Algorithm to reconstruct a large field of view from a 
series of small tiles. Many data accesses are needed to produce the final mosaic. During Access #1 & 
#2 intensity frames are converted into phase maps and the images are background corrected. Access #3 
& #4 calculate pair-wise relations between neighboring tiles. These relations are used to determine the 
globally optimal placement of titles within the grid. Access #5 & #6 are related to data rendering and 
web archiving. b, Diagrams of the phase correlation step in Access #3 and the first part of Access #4. 
This phase correlation step extracts the pair-wise relation between neighboring tiles, which can be in 
space or time (for 3D or time-lapse imaging). To improve runtime performance these steps are 
implemented on the GPU. An extra peak detection step (corresponding to 3D Phase Correlation: Pass 
2) is used to maximize the accuracy of the alignment. 
Samples greater than the field of view can be acquired by translating the microscope stage to produce a 
series of mosaic tiles that are digitally composited to form a larger image. In practice, this process needs 




camera is slightly tilted. Thus, we developed a program that registers the tiles by optimizing the spacing 
between overlapping regions [140].  The development of this software was motivated by computational 
bottlenecks (those programs are substantially slower than the theoretical) as well the need to align images 
larger than 2 gigapixels (a common limit in Java-based programs like ImageJ). Computation is performed 
on the GPU which further improves performance. 
Our scheme consists of two distinct steps during the first step we find the optimal alignment, and during 
the second step we raster the final images.  
The alignment step overlaps computation with file access, with one thread responsible for loading data 
into a buffer and a second thread used to compute the overlap between tiles. Further, when possible, 
image reads are stored in a cache so that subsequent reads do not require additional disk access. When 
system RAM is exceeded, the oldest image is removed from the cache, although it was found that many 
medium-sized experiments (slide scans) could fit entirely into the RAM of a server computer (>225 GB 
of RAM). 
The alignment of neighboring tiles is estimated using the phase correlation algorithm [141], where two 
images are correlated with the location of the largest peak corresponding to the translation vector (Figure 
20). When the displacement between images is large, the naïve version of the scheme will often result in 
incorrect translation vectors that place images on top of each other rather than overlapping at the edges. 
We solved this problem by limiting our peak search to an expected region predicted by the tile overlap. 
An additional improvement in registration fidelity occurs when images are background corrected. For 
large scans, a sample-free background is usually calculated by taking an average of the emptiest tiles 
(lowest total phase). When the overlap is large, perhaps due to operator error (for example, 20% overlap), 
we noted that performance can be improved by cropping the edges to avoid spurious alignment peaks. In 




procedure where a first pass on the data is used to estimate the coarse overlap, with a second pass used to 
further refine the expected tile estimates somewhat resembling the cooling schemes in simulated 
annealing [142]. The required real-to-complex discrete Fourier transforms are performed on a GPU, with 
the computational portion occupying less time than disk access. An additional performance increase 
comes from ordering the phase correlation pairs to avoid redundant computation and caching the results 
of old computations. In most cases, this scheme is able to avoid one of two of the Fourier transforms in 
the phase correlation algorithm, by performing the Fourier transform once per image, and the inverse 
Fourier transform once per pair. Disagreement between the true positions of the tiles is resolved by a 
least-squares fit, producing a globally optimal tile configuration with minimized alignment error. 
Once the tile configuration is known, experiments are rastered for web viewing (JPEGs) or archival 
storage (TIFFs). Overlapping regions contain data from a single mosaic slice to avoid affecting 
quantitative statistics such as the variance [143, 144]. Following the initial tile generation, successive 
levels are merged to create “image pyramids” (mipmaps) which facilitate user interaction without loading 
the entire data. 
The code was written in Python with the GPU portions using PyCUDA [145]. This was something of a 
mistake as Python, while having multiprocessing capabilities, is unable to avoid deep copies (really hard). 
Nevertheless, the rate-limiting steps are disk access and writing, which can be somewhat overcome with 
faster, more expensive hard drives. For online access and collaboration, the code generates Zoomify tiles 
that present the image in a web browser. 
The capability to assemble large images is not specific to GLIM and was used to assemble large images to 
analyze the density-dependent behavior of neuronal arborization [91] as well as for growth rate 




4.2 Dispersion-Relation Phase Spectroscopy  
Biological structures are often continuous rather than discrete, making particle tracking and analysis 
difficult. This is especially challenging for the kind of dense samples imaged with GLIM. Instead, we use 
a dynamic light scattering technique that informs on the transport behavior at different spatial scales 
[146]. In dispersion-relation phase spectroscopy, the dispersion at each spatial mode yields the diffusion 
coefficient and the width of the velocity distribution associated with the time-lapse imaging sequence. 
A brief derivation is presented as follows. We assume the dry mass density,  , ,t r  can be described by 
an advection-diffusion equation, namely, 
      2 , , , 0D t t t t       r v r r   (48) 
where  , ,x y zr  is a coordinate on the sample, v  is the advection velocity, and D  is the average 
diffusion coefficient. Using this equation and assuming the process is ergodic, we obtain the temporal 
autocorrelation function evaluated at each spatial frequency  , ,x y zk k kk  and temporal delay   as 
      2, exp expog i v D        k v k k k , (49) 
where ov  is the mean and   the standard deviation of the velocity distribution. At each transverse 
spatial frequency, k , one can recover the spread of the active transport velocity, ,v  along with the 
passive transport information, i.e., the diffusion coefficients, D . In practice ov  is negligible for the 
duration of the experiment, and as part of routine processing is digitally aligned to remove any directional 
drift. The spectral domain representation of the temporal autocorrelation leads to the following dispersion 





Figure 21: Processing for dispersion-relation phase spectroscopy (DPS). a, The DPS procedure 
estimates the spread of the advection coefficients from a series of phase measurements. b, Typically we 
are interested in the advection within a specific cellular region (neurite extensions in this case) and zero 
all phase values outside the region. c, Next, we take the Fourier transform of the sequence. As 
expected, the resolution limit (qmax) appears as a disk in the frequency domain. d, Next we estimate the 
variance of the autocorrelation using a finite difference scheme to obtain Γ(qx,qy). As cellular transport 
is assumed to be anisotropic we perform a radial average by indexing Γ with q [the hypotenuse of 
(qx,qy)] followed by a resampling step to reduce the radially sorted data from ~1 megapixels to a more 
manageable 1,000 samples. e, Finally, to gather motion at different size scales we perform a linear 
curve fit over the ranges corresponding to “small” (λS), “medium” (λM), and “large” (λL) scale features 
for the neuron sample. 
 
   2v D   k k k   (50) 
While k is, in general, three dimensional, anisotropic transport has been rarely observed in cells [147]. In 




and D  calculated from a curve fit. A pictorial representation of the processing and analysis steps is 
shown in Figure 21. 
In Figure 22, we show that large mosaic scans of GLIM data can be used for DPS analysis. Here the 
“active transport” term, ,v  is dominant at cellular scales (10– 50 μm), with a spread in velocities of 
approximately 58 nm/min. Recently, GLIM has been used to measure the rotational dynamics of 
spheroids [148]. 
 
Figure 22: Dry mass and transport analysis of a HeLa cell culture. a, The image sequence is 
composed of 16 x 20 mosaic tiles, each of 280 x 277 μm2 area with an acquisition performed every 16 
minutes. b, Image of each mosaic tile of a small region in a. c, A zoomed-in region of b. The resulting 
image is well suited to observe cellular morphology such as nucleoli (white arrows in c). From the 
GLIM image, it is possible to measure the mass doubling time. d, Measured normalized mass profile 
(black dotted), and an exponentially fitted one (red). e, The slope measurement of the temporal 
autocorrelation function. We estimated variance of the advection velocities corresponding to active 





One result of this dissertation is the analysis software to calculate DPS on large fields of views 
(MATLAB). This has many uses outside of GLIM imaging. Applications have included measuring 
decelerating microtubules [112], particle sizing [149], nuclear reconfiguration in mitotic cells [150], 
dynamic growth behavior in neuronal cultures [151], as well cellular growth behavior in response to 





CHAPTER 5 COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH EFFORTS  
This section presents some of the collaborative research work enabled by the tools developed as part of 
this dissertation. Experiments were performed using SLIM [81], GLIM [6], and DPM [71] which are 
unified in the same microscope control software described in Chapter 2. 
5.1 QPI Slide Scanner 
Plate reading capabilities presented in Chapter 4 were originally developed for scanning resected tissue 
typically used by pathologists for cancer diagnosis. This work benefited from the use of specially 
prepared tissue microarrays which contained biopsies taken from different patients so that even a single 
slide could contain a clinically relevant data set [154]. These efforts aimed to demonstrate that QPI could 
address observation bias in microscopy images that arise due to the subjective judgment of the 
pathologists as well as variability due to the sample preparation and imaging process [92]. 
One of the first applications of the slide scanning instrument was to show the diagnostic parity of QPI to 
conventional staining techniques such as H&E (Figure 23) [81, 155]. In that work, the comparison was 
performed manually by having a pathologist perform diagnosis on QPI images along with their 
histologically stained counterparts. While this approach demonstrated the parity of label-free images the 
comparison was purely qualitative and did not aim to remove the observational bias due to the 
pathologist. A step towards removing observational bias was taken in [12], where the phase values inside 
a gland were used to identify tissue as potentially cancerous. Further progress towards that aim was made 
when the texture-based classification strategy developed in [97] was applied to breast cancer (Figure 34) 
[13]. A common criticism of this research direction, using QPI for diagnosis, was the incompatibility of 
QPI methods with conventional staining procedures. This concern was addressed when it was shown that 
by using a brightfield objective it was possible to reconstruct a mostly unmodified H&E (brightfield) 




than replace conventional instruments in a histopathology workflow. Tissue scanning, is of course, not 
limited to a clinical setting, and the same methods were used to image mouse brains showing that at the 
macroscopic scale the issue was fairly heterogeneous with wide differences in mean scattering paths 
(Figure 26). 
 
Figure 23: QPI shows diagnostic parity to H&E images. Confusion matrices showing results of 
diagnosis carried out by two pathologists on SLIM and H&E using 109 cores stained tissue cores. a, 
Pathologist agreement on SLIM images. b, Pathologist agreement on H&E images. c-d, Agreement 
between ratings on SLIM and H&E images. 
In addition to imaging clinically resected pathology slides, work was conducted on screening sperm cells. 
These samples are particularly interesting for QPI due to viability concerns surrounding reproductive 
cells. Much of the work is oriented towards eventual application on living samples. As a side note, single-
cell sperm selection is typically performed on chemically slowed samples which are substantially slower 





Figure 24. (a) Training and (b) validation procedure for classifying glands as benign or 
malignant using features generated from QPI. 
 





Figure 26. Comparison between QPI (SLIM) and mean free path for the regions of the olfactory 
bulb. The anatomical boundaries of tissue are more differentiated by the mean free path (e) than phase 
value (d). 
One of our first investigations into imaging sperm samples was to use our slide scanning instrument to 
measure the refractive index of a large group of cells [157]. Curiously, that paper showed a relatively 
large variation in sperm geometry, which can be partially attributed to the inclusion of non-viable sperm 
cells [99].  
One popular use of artificial reproduction is genetic engineering. While genetic engineering has 
increasingly become commoditized for animals with short life spans (for example, knockout mice 
production [158]) it is more challenging when embryonic stem cells are unavailable and gestation periods 
are long. Ultimately, modifying these animals requires more complicated techniques for larger animals 
used in husbandry, including such as using sperm as a transfection system [159]. Here phase imaging 
played a minor role where we showed that QPI could be used to visually confirm the presence of these 
vesicles (Figure 28). This is a particularly interesting use for quantitative phase imaging as there are few 




inspection methods such as atomic force microscopy compared to atomic force microscopy (Figure 29) 
[161] while offering new information about the cellular dry mass (Figure 30) [162] . 
 
Figure 27: The refractive index and thickness profiles of spermatozoa measured using samples 




Figure 28: Liposome bearing sperm. a, Spermatozoa lacking acrosome, no liposome attached. b-c, 
Spermatozoa lacking acrosomes, but with liposome attached to their heads. d, completely intact 






Figure 29: Comparison between QPI (SLIM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) highlights that 
QPI provides similar data but at much higher throughput. 
 
Figure 30: QPI shows that sperm selection strategies produce distinction populations. 
Specifically, samples selected by these strategies have different dry mass measurements in the head 
region. 
5.2 Characterizing Adherent Cells 
The plate reader presented in this work (Chapter 2) was used for several experiments to measure the 
growth and migration of cells under the influence of different preparations. These capabilities were 




improved sensitivity. This advantage was put to use in a series of papers studying the growth of 
extensions in early-stage neurons as a function of plating density. First, we developed a technique to 
measure neurite morphology using QPI images (Figure 31) [91]. This was then related to mass transport 
which was found to be positively correlated with density (Figure 32) [151]. 
 
Figure 31: QPI tracks neuron extension growth rates. Data represented as histograms of the “low 
confluency (LC), medium confluency (MC), and high confluency (HC) groups.  
 
While in those experiments we imaged only a single plate, with improvements in QPI instrumentation it 
was possible to digitize multiwell plates enables us to perform several experiments in parallel. This led to 
a series of papers studying the different surface preparations. For example, SLIM was used to track the 
migration of cells and ultimately highlighted the poly-lysine absorptive capacities of the substrates 




visualizing cells, these studies nevertheless, highlight the versatility and throughput of our QPI 
instruments. 
Measuring the dry mass transport with DPS is a capability with few conventional analogs, and was used 
to assay the trafficking of cellular cargo in neuronal extensions in response to different treatments of 
graphene functionalized N-cadherin (Figure 34) [152]. In addition to validating that N-cadherin 
physisorbed onto graphene oxide, it was also shown that reduced graphene oxide substrates lead to 
improvements in cellular trafficking.  
Figure 32: QPI shows a steady increase in neural mass during arborization.  
 
This kind of dispersion analysis can be performed on larger timescales and was used to study the 
differentiation in adherent cells (Figure 35) [163]. In those experiments, non-terminally differentiated 




zinc improved differentiated rates and produced more bone nodules. Curiously, it was also observed that 
cells that differentiated exhibit less activity in size scales correspond to small structures which hint their 
growth behaviors had been adversely impacted. Thus, there appeared to be a metabolic tradeoff between 
mass transport associated with morphological changes and transport associated with the motion of fine 
structures in the cells. This trade-off has potential implications for optimizing media for bone growth and 
demonstrates that fast differentiation does not necessarily produce the healthiest cells.  
Within the context of this dissertation, these applications highlight the utility and reproducibility of the 
analysis techniques presented in Chapter 4.  
 





Figure 34: QPI used to profile mass transport of hippocampal neurons. In this experiment, we 
perform QPI imaging in “burst” and acquire a time-lapse sequence of cellular trafficking for several 
seconds before moving to the next cell a, Phase maps of cell bodies on uncoated substrates attached 
with and without N-cadherin acquired over a sixteen second period (white bar = 5 μm). b, Comparison 
of mean advection velocities of neuronal cell bodies (n > 30 cells per group). c, Representative portions 
of neurites on uncoated and reduced graphene oxide-coated substrates immobilized with N-cadherin 
over a 48 second period (white bar = 5 μm). d, Comparison of mean advection velocities in neurites (n 
> 45 neurites per group). Differences were found to be statistically significant as determined by the 





Figure 35:  Time-lapse mass transport measured using QPI during differentiation of porcine-
derived fibroblasts. Increasing concentrations of Zinc (000, 004, 008 mM) increase advection velocity 
spread for large spatial scales but reduce transport at small scales (Category 1 vs Category 4). 




5.3 Studying Mesoscopic Systems 
As structures become larger, they become increasingly difficult to image under conventional microscopes. 
In this dissertation, we create a system that can efficiently digitize these larger, “mesoscopic” objects by 
addressing multiple scattering phenomena using GLIM and designing high-throughput instrumentation to 
account for the vast amount of new data. Such structures are often encountered in tissue engineering 
applications [164] and in 3D cellular systems such as organoids which are thought to better mimic 
diseases [165, 166]. 
 
Figure 36:  Mesoscopic imaging with GLIM. a, A mesoscopic, self-assembling, and biocompatible 
structure plated neurons and imaged for two days. b, GLIM system. c, Neuron highlighted in green 
forms a synapse-like connection over time. d, same field of view rendered in AMIRA (FEI).  
One of the early applications of GLIM imaging was to digitize large self-assembling structures that could 
be used to measure the electrical activity of neurons (Figure 36) [112]. In this application, GLIM verified 




due to the data sizes involved in time-lapse tomography and the author was required to construct a 
separate data storage node in a short period of time. In the context of this thesis, that work demonstrated 
the robustness of the instrumentation and our ability to handle truly “big” data. 
 
Figure 37:  Time-lapse GLIM imaging captures (novel) vertical growth of spheroids when grown 
on pattered substrates.   
GLIM would also be used for 4D imaging of organoids, all be it on a more modest scale. In [148] we 
showed that cells grown on certain substrates had the peculiar tendency to grow vertically (Figure 37).  
This is rather unusual growth behavior and can be attributed to the patterning on the substrate. As GLIM 
was among the few techniques that could visualize cells inside the organoid, a radial implementation of 
DPS would show that this behavior resembled somewhat of a spiraling motion. 
Tissue applications are particularly well suited for our implementation of GLIM imaging as the structure 
imaged are optically turbid and the volumes digitized require efficient instrumentation. One such 
application was to investigate the role of cellular growth and migration in a new kind of engineered neural 
tissue (Figure 38) [122]. Here we used the ability of GLIM imaging to calculate dry mass from 




primarily due to cell migration rather than growth. This experiment helped to confirm the hypothesis that 
geometric restrictions introduce constraints for cellular positioning within engineered tissues. 
 
Figure 38:  GLIM imaging highlights cellular reorganization inside engineered tissue. a, Image of 
the neurons after neural construct formation for the different seeding cell densities (white bar = 50 μm.) 
b, Confocal z-stacks across 15 μm of neurites (β-TubIII: green) and nuclei (DAPI: blue), with the 
corresponding representation in the frequency domain obtained through fast Fourier transform (white 
bar = 20 μm). c, Entropy of neurite alignment. d, Cell dry mass change using GLIM for the 4 seeding 




CHAPTER 6: PHASE IMAGING WITH COMPUTATIONAL 
SPECIFICITY 
6.1 Studying Adherent Cells using PICS  
To facilitate the analysis of the GLIM images we developed a computational technique that combines 
fluorescence microscopy with deep convolutional neural networks and quantitative phase imaging. Our 
approach enables us to estimate fluorescence stains and annotate intracellular detail. Importantly, we use 
this newfound capability to analyze the quantitative images introducing computational specificity into 
phase images. This approach is summarized in Figure 39, which illustrates a label-free experiment 
followed by staining, re-imaging, and neural network training [9]. Specifically, we trained a U-Net deep 
convolutional neural network to perform an image-to-image remapping from the phase map to the co-
localized fluorescence image [167]. The network is then evaluated on the stained data estimating the 
fluorescence signal, which is then used to annotate the cells. 
To illustrate a potential application of our technique we perform a proof-of-concept experiment 
resembling a phenotypic screening application [15]. An example of this kind of analysis is presented in 
Figure 40. Specifically, we imaged a multiwell composed of three conditions consisting of different 
plating ratios of SW 480 to SW 620 cells. As these lines were established from cells harvested from the 





Figure 39. PICS for label-free measurements of compartment-specific cellular dry mass. a, We 
upgraded a conventional transmitted light microscope with a quantitative phase imaging module. b, To 
avoid the intrinsic toxicity of fluorescent stains, we developed a two-step protocol imaging protocol 
where label-free images are recorded followed by fixation and staining. From the toxic stain recorded 
at the end of the experiment, we trained a neural network capable of digitally staining the previously 
recorded sequences, thus enabling time-lapse imaging of otherwise toxic stains. c, The digital stain is 
used to introduce specificity to label-free imaging by providing a semantic segmentation map 
annotating the components of the cell. From the time-lapse sequence, we calculate organelle-specific 
dry mass doubling times, in this case, the rates of growth for the nucleus and cytoplasm. d, The PICS 
method is integrated into a fully automated plate-reader-like instrument capable of displaying the 






Figure 40: Tracking dry mass changes in cellular compartments using PICS.  a, Estimated DiI and 
DAPI stains are specific to the cell body and nucleus; thus, the difference between the two areas 
produces a semantic segmentation map that distinguishes between the nuclear and non-nuclear content 
of the cell (cytoplasm). b, During imaging, we observe cellular growth and proliferation with cells 
often traveling a substantial distance between division events. c, Using the semantic segmentation map 
we can track the nuclear and cytoplasmic dry mass. We find that nuclear and cytoplasmic dry mass 
increase until mitosis and observe some loss of dry mass due to cellular migration. d-g, Semantic 
segmentation maps enable us to track the nuclear and cytoplasmic dry mass and area over 155 hours. 
The dark curve represents the median of the growth rate across 49 fields of view (lighter curves). The 
dry mass and area are normalized by the average measured value from the first six hours. In this 
experiment, we observe that total nuclear dry mass grows faster than total cytoplasmic mass, providing 
further evidence that cells can divide without growing. As the cells reach optimal confluence (t≈114 
hours), we observe a decrease in the growth rate of nuclear mass, although less difference in 





Figure 41: Quantitative phase information improves machine learning performance. a, As a 
computational experiment, we train our U-Net based neural architecture on a subset of DiI images 
(20x/0.8), for a limited number of epochs, with the same training rate. We take the brightest GLIM 
frame corresponding to the least interferometric contrast as a brightfield image. DIC denotes the 
extinction mode frame, ∆φ is the GLIM image before integration, and φ is the GLIM image after 
integration. The performance of the brightfield network is particularly poor, with an improvement 
observed when training on the DIC images. When we introduce phase shifting (∆φ), we isolate the pure 
phase information resulting in a further improvement in performance (green arrows). This 
improvement is pronounced in denser portions of the sample where multiple scattering contributes to 
unwanted amplitude information. While the DiI stain may appear sharper, the PICS neural network was 
able to pick up cells even when those were not fully represented due to staining defects (pink arrows). 
b, To compare modalities we performed a Pearson correlation across the entire test data set, comparing 
the measured fluorescence to the computed fluorescent signal, showing that integrated GLIM (φ) has 
the closest match to the actual fluorescence image. c, To investigate the origins of these differences we 
plot a histogram of the image over a non-empty portion of the sample (dashed black box). When the 
variance inside this region is used as a contrast metric, we note that comparably similar standard 
deviations (compare DIC at 0.064 to φ at 0.065) lead to different qualitative performances.  This result 
suggests that the difference in performance cannot be attributed to the scaling of the data; rather, it is 





Figure 42: The PICS method is applicable across microscope objectives and resolutions. a, To 
investigate the effect of resolution on PICS performance we ran a computational experiment where we 
train our network on SW cells acquired with different objectives. To control for training sample size, 
we selected the most images shared between all sets. We note that the performance of the network 
improves with more data or training epochs.  Even at low resolutions (10x, 1.6 μm resolution), we 
achieved adequate performance. b, We use ρ, the correlation between the actual and the imputed 
fluorescent signals over the entire set, as a quality metric. Comparing semantic segmentation maps 
generated form PICS and DAPI we find that even at low resolution there is less than 2% error in 
estimating the dry mass.  (Pearson correlation, ρε = -0.97). c, There appears to be a clear relationship 
(Pearson correlation, ρres = -0.97) between resolution (better objectives) and performance. d, The origin 
of the relationship between resolution and performance is attributable to differences in contrast 
recorded by these objectives. We find that the ρf coefficient between the variance of training scaled 
fluorescence images and quality metric ρ is statistically significant while the correlation between the 
variance of the training scaled phase images ρq is weaker. Overall, these results suggest that the 
relationship between performance and resolution can be largely attributed to better overall contrast, 





Figure 43: PICS used to estimate Tau and MAP2 stains. Images acquired with GLIM (20x/0.8). 
 
Next, we probed the limitations of our approach by investigating the role of contrast and resolution in 
PICS style imaging. It was found that quantitative phase imaging improved the fidelity of the estimated 
fluorescence image compared to the underlying modality, especially in denser regions of the sample 
which are adversely affected by unwanted phase and amplitude coupling (Figure 41). PICS was found to 
perform remarkably well even for low-resolution objectives hinting that the performance is comparable if 
not better than what the human eye can discern (Figure 42).
While the cell body and nucleus, with some work, can perhaps be annotated by hand, the PICS approach 
enables us to estimate more complicated stains such as those associated with concentrations of specific 
proteins (Figure 43).  
One particularly useful application for PICS imaging is studying neuronal arborization which is a popular 
model for toxicity screening [169]. While phase contrast microscopy can be used for studying neuronal 
cultures [170], the resulting images often struggle to differentiate between neurons and glia, and offer 
little beyond qualitative morphological information. Competing methods such as transfection with 




phototoxicity [172] and throughput [173] concerns. These problems are especially acute when imaging 
neurons which are, typically, harvested from primary tissue, further complicating stable transfection.  
In Figure 43, we showcase the potential for PICS to image early-stage neuronal cultures by imaging a 
time-lapse sequence of neurons that were later stained for Tau and MAP2 proteins [121]. Due to selective 
expression, these two proteins are often used to differentiate between axons and dendrites. In that paper, it 
was found that increased transport activity within the nucleus was correlated with increased neuronal 
arborization and that nuclear and dendritic mass maintained relatively fixed ratios (Figure 44). In line 
with observations concerning metabolic trade-offs in [163], it was found that mass growth ran orthogonal 
to mass transport with larger growth rates concurrent with a decrease in transport activity (Figure 44f). 
From an instrumentation perspective, the PICS image was roughly 70x faster to acquire compared to the 






Figure 44. Dry mass analysis of subcellular compartments reveals relationships between growth 
rates and transport in early-stage arborizing neurons. a, PICS is used to estimate semantic 
segmentation maps which are then used for growth and transport. The semantic segmentation maps 
track the dry mass of nuclei and neurites for 41 hours over 300 fields of view, corresponding to 
approximately four thousand neurons. Dry mass was segregated into nucleus and neurite components 
by summing the phase values in the GLIM image within the label specified by PICS-derived semantic 
segmentation. c, Neurite mass appears to depend on average nuclear mass (ρ=0.4), with a nuclear count 
obtained from binary morphological operations at the start of the experiment. d, The neurite growth 
rate is negatively related to the cellular confluency (ρ=-0.5). Here we compute confluency on a per-tile 
basis by looking at the fraction of the tile occupied by cellular material. e, Neurite transport behavior 
measured by DPS size scales λL  (size scales above 4 μm) depends on the total nuclear mass (ρ=0.5).  f, 




6.2 Sperm Cell Analysis Using PICS 
The need for label-free imaging is acutely felt in artificial reproduction applications where slight 
epigenetic differences have the potential to influence the development of an entire organism. 
Furthermore, cultural factors make using exogenous or genetically introduced labels difficult, especially 
in the case of livestock [174].  
Quantitative phase imaging has found particularly fertile ground in reproductive medicine as it promises 
to remove observational bias by providing ratiometrically normalized images [175, 176]. While the 
studies shown here were carried out with a phase-contrast based QPI system (SLIM [81]) the same 
procedure is straightforward to apply to any modality with quantitative phase information such as GLIM. 
The work in this chapter is not without precedent and represents the logical continuation of a line of 
research. In [157] we showed that common-path phase-shifting interferometers could be used to assay the 
refractive index of a large number of sperm samples, and in subsequent work, we showed the phase 
values could be used to discriminate between debris and transfection-containing lipid droplets [160]. To 
investigate the cellular ultra-structure we performed morphological analysis highlighting differences 
between species and sperm selection strategies [161, 162]. 
 
Figure 45: Morphological sperm parameters annotated with SLIM. Common morphological 




Despite the promise of quantitative phase screening strategies to detect morphological changes in sperm 
cells, it was difficult to imagine them being put into practice. The immediate obstacle was that analysis, 
formerly, required tedious manual annotation (Figure 45). To address these throughput concerns we used 
PICS to automatically segment sperm cells in histologically prepared slides, which in turn were used to 
study morphological changes as they relate to fertility outcomes [99]. Unlike other studies [175], ours 
aimed to solve a screening problem that is difficult for humans, namely, to select the best sperm from 
seemingly morphologically intact or otherwise healthy specimens as would be performed during 
morphologically selected sperm injection [177, 178]. The image processing and analysis steps are shown 
in Figure 46. Sperm samples harvested from ejaculates with known outcomes were spread onto 
microscope slides and imaged by SLIM. After interferometric reconstruction, and halo removal [78], 
sperm cells were annotated into “head”, ”midpiece”, and “tail”. Manual annotation was performed on a 
fraction of the data which was then used to train the initial neural network. In the spirit of generative 
adversarial networks [179], the inference from the first network was corrected by removing erroneously 
annotated portions and these semantic maps were used to train a second more performant network. As 
described in that paper, and F1-score above 0.85 was achieved after only 30 training epochs [180]. 
Additionally, we used connected-component analysis to generate instance segmentation which separates 
individual sperm cells, enabling us to group the labels on a per-cell basis [181]. This step also removes 




Figure 46: Workflow for training a deep convolutional neural network on quantitative phase 
images and inferring the semantic segmentation. a, We recovered the phase from the four intensity 
images associated with SLIM and performed halo removal to account for partially coherent 
illumination. Next, we manually annotated the cells into the head, midpiece, and tail. Then, we down-
sampled the images to match the optical resolution and performed data augmentation by rotation and 
flipping. Training was performed using the TensorFlow backend for Keras. To boost the performance 
of our network, we correct for grossly defective segmentation using the Image Segmented App (part of 
MATLAB). This step is substantially faster than manually annotating every cell. A final training round 
was performed using all the data. By evaluating the network (inference) on all images, we obtain the 
segmentation results for all the cells which were grouped into individual sperm cells using connected 
coordinate analysis. Finally, these results were used to determine the relationship between the dry mass 
of cellular ultrastructure and ART success rates. b, Semantic segmentation converts phase maps into a 
binary mask corresponding to the head, midpiece, and tail. The U-Net architecture performs well on 
our data, as it contains a large receptive field, well suited for the rich, broadband images. In our 
implementation, we modify the training procedure for the network by introducing dropout at the 
bottom of the network as well as batch-normalization on all paths. The network results in a four-
channel image with the probability for each of the four classes (head, midpiece, tail, background) the 




Compared to the PICS method shown in the previous section we relied on the ability of SLIM imaging to 
directly observe the structures of interest. 
The resulting network lets us annotate thousands of sperm cells across more than 20 microscope slides. In 
an IVF scenario, in natural as well as artificial settings (sperm must be artificially capacitated [182]); only 
a fraction of the cells participate in fertilization. In our work, we find that roughly half of the imaged 
sperm contains gross morphological defects such as missing heads, tails, midpieces and others that would 
render them incapable of fertilizing an egg. In our analysis, we wholesale discard the top and bottom 
quarters of the data, although we note that having large morphological differences in sperm production is 
an indicator of pathologies studied in other works [183].  
In this work, we found that the dry mass ratios of the cellular compartment (head to midpiece, head to tail, 
midpiece to tail) showed correlation to reproductive outcomes as summarized in Figure 47 and Table 1. 
We note that although ratiometric differences in sperm morphology are small in absolute terms they are 
still statistically significant. We verify this observation by computing the percentage difference between 













The quartile points, Q , are determined by finding   {0.25,0.50,0.75}xF x  , with  xF x  the 
cumulative probability,    PrxF x X x   of the dry mass distribution, X . This highlights the 




Figure 47: Deep learning tracks slight differences in sperm morphology. a, The dry mass ratios of 
intact sperm show only a slight variation. Taking the difference between the first and third quartile, the 
difference in the dry mass ratios of the head to the midpiece, the head to tail, and the midpiece to tails 
are (only) 11%, 24%, and 17% respectively. b, These differences are especially difficult to visualize 
with conventional techniques as typical microscope images are not proportional to dry mass and the 
naked eye is unable to segment, integrate, and divide portions of an image. Dry mass maps of 
representative sperm cells along with semantic segmentation are labeled as “good” or “bad” in 
accordance to the relationships determined in Table 1. c, Visualizing the results from Table 1, we note 
the relationship for early-stage artificial reproduction (cleavage rates) prefers having a more massive 
tail compared to the head, while embryo development success (embryo transfer) is correlated to the 







Table 1: Correlation between dry mass ratios of sperm ultra-structure and artificial 
reproduction outcomes. 
Cleavage Percentage Pearson's R P-Value 
Head / Midpiece -0.03 >0.36 
Head / Tail -0.99 <0.01 
Midpiece / Tail -0.98 <0.01 
Embryo Transfer Percentage   
Head / Midpiece +0.78 0.05 
Head / Tail -0.30 0.31 
Midpiece / Tail -0.49 0.22 
 
We interpret these results by taking the sperm tail as a way to normalize for cellular mass. It appears that 
relatively larger heads and midpieces are indicators of poorer performing semen samples. Unsurprisingly, 
the strongest correlation is at the earliest stages after fertilization (cleavage, P < 0.01). Although less 
statistically significant, a similar trend is noted for later stages: embryo transfer percentages at P=0.31 & 
0.22 and cleavage rates at P=0.03*, 0.15 significance levels. Further, we observe a similar trend at earlier 
stages, although the relatively weaker correlation would require hundreds of bulls to be statistically 
significant.   
Additionally, we observe that the ratio of the head to the midpiece is correlated with embryo transfer 
percentage; specifically, having a larger head to midpiece ratio indicates sperm samples that will lead to 
better cleavage rates. 
The trend of relatively more massive heads leading to poorer performance during early stages of artificial 




in fertilization [184]. In other words, when a population of sperm cells appears to contain relatively 
denser heads, they are, for some unknown reason, harder to capacitate.  
Another interpretation of our findings is that more massive heads are harder to “push” with smaller tails, 
echoing a finding concerning head shape [185]. Likewise, it was observed that sperm with longer 
midpieces swim at an overall slower speed [186]. Our results continue this line of thought by confirming 
that such cells, not only are slower at swimming but result in poorer fertility. This provides more evidence 
for an interesting hypothesis proposed in [187] (among others). While it is known that swimming speed is 
important in cases of natural fertilization, our results add further evidence that parameters affecting 
swimming speed are also important in artificial, in vitro scenarios. Another outcome of our work is to, 
verify the conjecture that relative sizes, rather than absolute dimensions, are more relevant for fertility 
analysis [188].  
Incorporating the findings from embryo transfer rates, at first glance we observe two competing trends 
Having a head or midpiece with relatively more dry mass penalizes early stages of fertilization (cleavage, 
p negative trend) while having a larger head relative to midpiece is important for embryo development 
(embryo transfer, p positive trend). In bovine embryos, like human ones, the centriole is carried by the 
sperm and inherited after subsequent division [189]. It has been hypothesized that damaged or otherwise 
defective centrioles can block an embryo from developing [190]. In our images, the centriole structure is 
included in the dry mass of the head. It is not surprising, then, that the ratio of the head to the midpiece is 
positively related to the early stages of embryo development (as captured by embryo transfer rates). Thus, 
from the data, we find that the head and midpieces should be small in comparison to the tail, and between 





CHAPTER 7: OUTLOOK 
The previous chapters presented the motivation, operation, and new applications for a phase-shifting 
instrument designed to image turbid structures.  This chapter contains a discussion of some of the current 
challenges for GLIM imaging as well as some more creative solutions. 
While GLIM attempts to suppress multiple scattering by phase shifting, several modifications can be 
made to the optical path to improve this capability. One obvious modification is to increase the 
wavelength of the light, which is known to reduce the overall scattering [191]. In this work, this approach 
was not taken as it would require specialized hardware such as InGaAs cameras (1.5 μm) or 
microbolometer arrays (7 μm)  [192]. Interestingly, these images are typically dominated by incoherent 
black body illumination associated with the temperature of the sample, a defect that interferometric 
imaging is well suited to address. QPI at non-visible wavelengths remains an interesting area of 
investigation [193]. 
The effective penetration depth of epi-GLIM images is often limited by sharp discontinuities between the 
sample and the surrounding media. In many commercials reflected light imaging systems, such as those 
used to inspect skin, this challenge is addressed by using high-refractive-index matching gels. As part of 
the epi-GLIM work, it was observed that by using oblique illumination it was possible to direct the bulk 
of the specular reflection outside of the collection, thereby improving contrast and effectively making a 
darkfield effect. In this way, we expect structured illumination approaches to improve contrast. As the 
effective resolving capabilities are tied to the contrast of the system, we note that using photomultiplier 
tubes typical of competing systems like OCT would better resolve fine changes in intensity. 
In essence, the ability to image turbid media is related to the instrument’s capability to discriminate 




incoherent illumination is to rely on non-linear effects that change the light to reject background 
illumination. Although non-linear effects (2-photon) are most often used in conjunction with fluorescent 
probes, biological materials are susceptible to intrinsic second or third harmonic generation. Interestingly, 
non-linear label-free imaging has already been shown to work with embryos and brain slices [194, 195], 
although quantitative variants are rare [196]. The principal limitation of this approach is the cost of 
obtaining light sources capable of generating narrow pulses and a possible loss of throughput required to 
remove speckle, for example by acquiring multiple images with rotating diffusive elements.  
While our GLIM implementation acquires data at the theoretically fastest rate possible for the specific 
hardware used in this work, motion artifacts represent a significant challenge for dynamic samples such as 
acute brain slices or live spermatozoa. The ultimate solution is to improve the frame rate, possibly by 
using a high-speed electro-optical modulator to generate phase-shifted illumination instead of a slower 
variable retarder.  
Possibly the most important source of unwanted signals is due to the limitations of full-field illumination. 
While GLIM benefits from sectioning due to high-NA optics and coherence gating, systems like optical 
coherence tomography (OCT [197]) and selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM [198]) benefit 
from limited excitations volumes (confocal sectioning) [199]. As demonstrated by the epi-GLIM system, 
the GLIM principle is compatible with reflected light imaging typical of confocal microscopes and we 
expect it to be straightforward to attach the module to the output port of a spinning disk confocal 
equipped with broadband illumination capabilities. Importantly, limited excitation volume would help to 
remove certain kinds of non-linearities associated with full-field partially coherent imaging, potentially 
improving the deconvolution performance [200]. 
Perhaps the biggest challenge encountered in this work was the anisotropic resolution associated with 




performing a single z-stack the scattered light tomographic volume is effectively distorted by a large 
missing frequency region, resulting in an artificial elongation of the specimen. It appears that when 
signal-to-noise is large, especially for epi-GLIM, the missing cone region can be deconvolved to yield the 
sample of interest, although the actual contrast generation mechanism is not immediately obvious. For 
example, such contrast can come from coherent multiple scattering due to the glass surface on which the 
samples are mounted. While the underlying physics can be potentially difficult to derive, especially if 
based on second-order effects, with machine learning techniques it should be possible to capture whatever 
mysterious phenomenon leads to this image formation. The principal difficulty in testing this hypothesis 
is the generation of ground truth data. Epi-GIM provides an interesting solution to generating a training 
corpus for studying missing cone problems as a tilted stage, be easily integrated with the reflected light 
microscope, such that a series of through-focus images can be acquired to recover the diffraction-limited 
object at isotropic resolution. In this way, a neural network can be trained to remap from a single through-
focus measurement to a series that would otherwise be acquired by rotating the sample. An alternative 
strategy is to use fiducial objects to train the neural network, possibly creating more diverse structures 
through XeF2-assisted focused ion beam etching (FEI) or nanoscale 3D printing techniques (Nanoscribe). 
While image formation is intellectually stimulating, the ultimate aim of microscopy is to provide 
researchers with insights into their samples. In this dissertation, we present PICS, which enables the 
annotation and analysis of intracellular morphology in terms of dry mass densities for mitotic cells, 
neurons, and spermatozoa. Nevertheless, in the course of this work, the limitations of our implementation 
of PICS became apparent. Perhaps the biggest limitation is one that is shared by all neuronal networks. 
The neural networks used in PICS were trained from data acquired on the same instrument almost 
immediately after the label-free experiment and are thus optimized for a narrow imaging configuration. 
This presents challenges for wider deployment in a clinical setting as training corpora are challenging to 




outcomes. Fortunately, as the observations concerning sperm were phrased in terms of ratios, we expect 
that a much easier to obtain training corpus, consisting of common sperm samples, can be used to train 
subsequent instruments. In a larger context, the challenge of generalizing machine learning networks 
across instruments highlights the limitations of end-to-end machine learning approaches such as directly 
obtaining a fertility score from the sperm image. Nevertheless, integration of existing training corpora 
when instruments are changing remains an experimentally unanswered question, and at present, our 
networks are limited to the instrument on which they were acquired - as outlined in the PICS protocol.  
The other limitations are related to the present implementations of the neural networks and should be 
easier to solve. The use of 2D neural network architecture made it challenging to account for focusing-
related artifacts found in 3D cellular systems, and limited our ability to perform measurements of 
proliferation in more turbid samples such as spheroids. The solution is to use 3D neuronal networks, 
which comes at the expense of an order of magnitude increase in computational requirements. A further 
challenge was encountered when attempting to differentiate between axons and dendrites in early-stage 
neuronal cultures. Here, Tau and MAP2 stains were found to be poorly differentiated in epi-illumination 
but discriminable when imaged with a confocal instrument. This is attributable to increased sectioning in 
confocal, as well as superior sensitivity of photomultiplier tubes (PMT) compared to widefield cameras.  
It would appear that the immediate steps to improve GLIM are to integrate with confocal instruments, 
which is straightforward for a spinning disk confocal microscope, or to use a transmitted light PMT in a 
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APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS 
This appendix presents a summary of the original research articles as they relate to this dissertation, 
GLIM, and QPI in general. Some papers are omitted as they are, presently, still under review [9, 121, 
128]. 
Leading Role 
1. Label-free imaging of single microtubule dynamics using spatial light interference microscopy [28] 
QPI showed an improvement in contrast compared to phase-contrast with sufficient detail to perform a 
label-free microtubule gliding assay. 
2. Three-dimensional intracellular transport in neuron bodies and neurites investigated by label‐free 
dispersion‐relation phase spectroscopy [147] 
Greedy algorithm to automatically extract diffusion and advection coefficients from DPS images in 
timelapse tomography.  
3. Label-free tissue scanner for colorectal cancer screening [12] 
Developed a slide scanning instrument and associated mosaic tile assembly algorithm. 
4. Gradient light interference microscopy for 3D imaging of unlabeled specimens [6] 
Instrumentation, cell growth, and embryo dynamics using GLIM. 
5. Real-time halo correction in phase contrast imaging [78] 
Direct and real-time method to remove halos in quantitative phase imaging. 
6. Cell-to-cell influence on growth in large populations [89] 




7. Epi-illumination gradient light interference microscopy for imaging opaque structures [11] 
Reflection mode GLIM and fiducial object technique for recovering 2D and 3D scattering potentials. 
8. Reproductive outcomes predicted by phase imaging with computational specificity of spermatozoon 
ultrastructure [99] 
Used an AI strategy to screen microscopy slides to correlate dry-mass ratio with artificial reproduction 
outcomes. 
Contributing Role 
9. Optical assay of erythrocyte function in banked blood [95] 
Highspeed acquisition to show banked blood grows stiffer with age. 
10. Breast cancer diagnosis using spatial light interference microscopy [14] 
Slide scanning instrument using SLIM for imaging breast cancer. 
11. Active intracellular transport in metastatic cells studied by spatial light interference microscopy [150] 
DPS to analyze metastatic cell nucleus and cytoplasm. 
12. Programming mechanical and physicochemical properties of 3d hydrogel cellular microcultures via 
direct ink writing [111] 
Differentiated motility rates based on the physicochemical attributes of the films and surface treatments. 
13. White-light diffraction phase microscopy at doubled space-bandwidth product [120] 
Slightly off-axis method to doubles the resolution of DPM by shifting the grating. 
14. Label-free multi-scale imaging of ex-vivo mouse brain using SLIM [124] 




15. Refractive index variance of cells and tissues measured by quantitative phase imaging [144] 
Statistical dispersion relation to estimate the refractive index distribution from QPI tomograms. 
16. Halo-free phase contrast microscopy [29] 
Non-linear halo removal and experimental validation. 
17. Cell density modulates intracellular mass transport in neural networks [151]  
Time-lapse monitor of neurons shows density dependencies in long term mass transport. 
18. Quantitative assessment of neural outgrowth using spatial light interference microscopy [91] 
Time-lapse monitoring of neurons shows difference in neuronal arborization in proportion to plating 
density. 
19. 3D-printed pHEMA materials for topographical and biochemical modulation of dorsal root ganglion 
cell response [153] 
DPS and cell tracking to characterize biocompatibility of 3D printing scaffolds. 
20. Three-dimensional mesostructures as high-temperature growth templates, electronic cellular scaffolds, 
and self-propelled microrobots [112] 
4D monitoring of cell growth on a mesoscopic structure using GLIM. 
21. Topography and refractometry of sperm cells using spatial light interference microscopy [157] 
High-throughput refractive index measurements of sperm cells. 
22. Magnified Image Spatial Spectrum (MISS) microscopy for nanometer and millisecond scale label-free 
imaging [149] 




23. Label-free quantitative evaluation of breast tissue using Spatial Light Interference Microscopy 
(SLIM) [13] 
SLIM histopathology slide scanner for breast tissue. 
24. [119] Coupled circumferential and axial tension driven by actin and myosin influences in vivo axon 
diameter 
SLIM for 3D imaging mass changes in dissected neurons. 
25. Quantitative histopathology of stained tissues using color spatial light interference microscopy 
(cSLIM) [94] 
Instrumentation for a color SLIM system to colocalize phase and histopathological stained tissue. 
26. Bond-selective transient phase imaging via sensing of the infrared photothermal effect [193] 
GPU based DPM reconstruction algorithm for changes in phase due to thermal stimulation. 
27. SLIM microscopy allows for visualization of DNA-containing liposomes designed for sperm-
mediated gene transfer in cattle [160] 
Label-free method to identify transfection containing lipid droplets. 
28. 3D-printed hydrogel composites for predictive temporal (4D) cellular organizations and patterned 
biogenic mineralization [113] 
Cell motility was analyzed using SLIM. 
29. Graphene oxide substrates with N-cadherin stimulates neuronal growth and intracellular transport 
[152] 




30. Effects of substrate patterning on cellular spheroid growth and dynamics measured by gradient light 
interference microscopy (GLIM) [148] 
GLIM for time-lapse tracking of spheroid growth and dynamics. 
31. Engineering geometrical 3-dimensional untethered in vitro neural tissue mimic [122] 
GLIM finds that tissue structure is primarily due to migration rather than growth. 
32. Zinc’s effect on the differentiation of porcine adipose-derived stem cells into osteoblasts [163] 
DPS analysis on SLIM data finds metabolic trade-off between differentiation and cell growth. 
33. Morphometric analysis of sperm used for IVP by three different separation methods with spatial light 
interference microscopy [162] 
SLIM shows that popular sperm selection strategies result in sperm with distinct dry-mass 
concentrations. 
34. Harmonically decoupled gradient light interference microscopy (HD-GLIM) [109] 
GLIM-like method using a projector SLM to take derivatives of the optical field. 
35. High-throughput sperm assay using label-free microscopy: Morphometric comparison between 
different sperm structures of boar and stallion spermatozoa [161] 
SLIM differentiates sperm roughly a thousand times faster than atomic force microscopy. 
36. Wolf phase tomography (WPT) of transparent structures using partially coherent illumination [23] 
Used SLIM instrumentation for 3D volume reconstruction. 
